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1975-2002: Saudi Billions Lay Groundwork for Radical 
Militancy

��

In 1973, the price of oil skyrockets, bringing a huge amount of 
wealth to Saudi Arabia and other oil-rich Middle Eastern countries. 
The Center for Security Policy (CSP), a Washington think tank, will 
calculate in 2003 that between 1995 and 2002, the Saudi 
government spends over $70 billion on international aid. More than 
two thirds of the money goes to Islamic related purposes such as 
building mosques and religious schools. This money usually supports 
Wahhabism, a fundamentalist version of Islam dominant in Saudi 
Arabia but far less popular in most other Islamic nations. CSP scholar 
Alex Alexiev calls this “the largest worldwide propaganda campaign 
ever mounted” in the history of the world. In addition, private Saudi 
citizens donate many billions more for Wahhabi projects overseas 
through private charities. Some of the biggest charities, such as the 
Muslim World League and its affiliate, the International Islamic 
Relief Organization (IIRO), are headed by Saudi government officials 
and closely tied to the government. The IIRO takes credit for 
funding 575 new mosques in Indonesia alone. Most of this money is 
spent on benign purposes with charitable intentions. But US News 
and World Report will assert in 2003, “Accompanying the money, 
invariably, was a blizzard of Wahhabist literature.… Critics argue 
that Wahhabism’s more extreme preachings—mistrust of infidels, 
branding of rival sects as apostates, and emphasis on violent jihad—
laid the groundwork for terrorist groups around the world.” [US NEWS 

AND WORLD REPORT, 12/15/2003] 
Entity Tags: Muslim World League, Alex Alexiev, International Islamic Relief 
Organization, Saudi Arabia, Center for Security Policy
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Saudi Arabia, Terrorism Financing

1977-1981: The Nationalities Working Group Advocates 
Using Militant Islam Against Soviet Union

��

In 1977 Zbigniew Brzezinski, as President Carter’s National Security 
Adviser, forms the Nationalities Working Group (NWG) dedicated to 
the idea of weakening the Soviet Union by inflaming its ethnic 
tensions. The Islamic populations are regarded as prime targets. 
Richard Pipes, the father of Daniel Pipes, takes over the leadership 
of the NWG in 1981. Pipes predicts that with the right 
encouragement Soviet Muslims will “explode into genocidal fury” 
against Moscow. According to Richard Cottam, a former CIA official 
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who advised the Carter administration at the time, after the fall of 
the Shah of Iran in 1978, Brzezinski favored a “de facto alliance with 
the forces of Islamic resurgence, and with the Republic of 
Iran.” [DREYFUSS, 2005, PP. 241, 251 - 256] 
Entity Tags: Richard Pipes, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Nationalities Working Group
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

1978: CIA Begins Covert Action in Afghanistan

��

The CIA begins covert action against the Communist government in 
Afghanistan, which is closely tied to the Soviet Union. Some time 
this year, the CIA begins training militants in Pakistan and beaming 
radio propaganda into Afghanistan. By April 1979, US officials are 
meeting with opponents of the Afghan government to determine 
their needs. [BLUM, 1995, PP. 344] Robert Gates, who will become CIA 
Director in the early 1990s, will later recall that in a meeting on 
March 30, 1979, Under Secretary of Defense Walter Slocumbe 
wonders aloud whether there is “value in keeping the Afghan 
insurgency going, ‘sucking the Soviets into a Vietnamese 
quagmire.’” [GATES, 1996, PP. 145] In March 1979, there is a major revolt 
in Herat province, and in June and August there are large scale army 
mutinies. [COOLEY, 2002, PP. 5] President Carter will formally approve 
covert aid to opponents of the government in July (see July 3, 
1979), which will result in a Russian invasion in December (see 
December 8, 1979). 
Entity Tags: Central Intelligence Agency, Robert M. Gates, Walter Slocumbe
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

1978: Bin Laden Apparently Visits US

��

Bin Laden apparently visits the US around this time. Author Peter 
Bergen will later claim, “Undoubtedly, bin Laden took his son for 
medical treatment to a western country and it’s either the United 
States or the United Kingdom. There’s some kind of controversy 
about that.” Khaled Batarfi, a close childhood friend to bin Laden, 
will later recall more specifically, “In Washington airport, Dulles 
Airport, people were surprised at the way he dressed, his wife 
dressed. Some of them were even taking photos and he was kind of 
joking about it. We were like in a zoo.” [NEW YORKER, 12/5/2005; CNN, 

8/23/2006] Apparently, this is bin Laden’s only known visit to the US. 
Entity Tags: Osama bin Laden
Category Tags: Osama Bin Laden

July 3, 1979: President Carter Approves Covert Aid to 
Anti-Soviet Forces in Afghanistan

��

President Carter authorizes covert aid for opponents of the 
Communist government in Afghanistan. Zbigniew Brzezinski, Carter’s 
National Security Adviser, will state in 1998, “According to the 
official version of history, CIA aid to the mujaheddin began… after 
the Soviet army invaded Afghanistan… But the reality, secretly 
guarded until now, is completely otherwise: Indeed, it was July 3, 
1979 that President Carter signed the first directive for secret aid to 
the opponents of the pro-Soviet regime in Kabul. And that very day, 
I wrote a note to the president in which I explained to him that in 
my opinion this aid was going to induce a Soviet military 
intervention.… We didn’t push the Russians to intervene, but we 
knowingly increased the probability that they would.” [LE NOUVEL 
OBSERVATEUR (PARIS), 1/15/1998] After Brzezinski’s confession, other US 
officials who denied US involvement prior to the Soviet invasion will 
change their story as well. For instance, Charles Cogan, who is head 
of the CIA covert aid program to Afghanistan at this time, will call 
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Carter’s approval on this day a “very modest beginning to US 
involvement.” [COOLEY, 2002, PP. 10] In fact, even this is not correct 
because the CIA had been aiding the rebels since at least the year 
before (see 1978 and 1973-1979). The Soviets invade Afghanistan by 
the end of 1979 (see December 8, 1979). 
Entity Tags: Zbigniew Brzezinski, James Earl "Jimmy" Carter, Jr., Charles 
Cogan
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

November 1979: Bin Laden Brother Tied to Terror Act

��

In the 1960s Osama bin Laden’s brother Mahrous bin Laden joined a 
rebel group opposed to the Saudi government. With his assistance, 
in 1979 the rebels smuggle weapons into Mecca, Saudi Arabia, using 
trucks belonging to the bin Laden family company. Five hundred 
rebels then seize the Grand Mosque in Medina, Islam’s holiest 
mosque in its holiest city. They try, but fail, to overthrow the Saudi 
royal family. All the men who took part are later beheaded except 
Mahrous. Eventually he is released from prison because of the close 
ties between the bin Ladens and the Saudi royal family. Mahrous 
apparently abandons the rebel cause and joins the family business. 
He is eventually made a head of the Medina branch and a member of 
the board. He will still hold these positions on 9/11. But a 
newspaper reports that “his past [is] not forgiven and most 
important decisions in the [bin Laden family business] are made 
without Mahrous’ input.” [SUNDAY HERALD (GLASGOW), 10/7/2001; NEW YORKER, 

11/5/2001; HA'ARETZ, 12/18/2002] 
Entity Tags: Saudi Binladin Group, Mahrous bin Laden
Category Tags: Saudi Arabia, Bin Laden Family

December 8, 1979: Soviet Forces, Lured in by the CIA, 
Invade Afghanistan

��

The Soviet Union 
invades 
Afghanistan. The 
Russians were 
initially invited 
in by the Afghan 
government to 
deal with rising 
instability and 
army mutinies, 
and they start 
crossing the 
border on 

December 8. But on December 26, Russian troops storm the 
presidential palace, kill the country’s leader, Haizullah Amin, and 
the invitation turns into an invasion. [BLUM, 1995, PP. 342] Later 
declassified high-level Russian documents will show that the Russian 
leadership believed that Amin, who took power in a violent coup 
from another pro-Soviet leader two months before, had secret 
contacts with the US embassy and was probably a US agent. Further, 
one document from this month claims that “the right wing Muslim 
opposition” has “practically established their control in many 
provinces… using foreign support.” [COOLEY, 2002, PP. 8] It has been 
commonly believed that the invasion was unprovoked, but the 
Russians will later be proven largely correct. In a 1998 interview, 
Zbigniew Brzezinski, President Jimmy Carter’s National Security 
Adviser, will reveal that earlier in the year Carter authorized the 
CIA to destabilize the government, provoking the Russians to invade 
(see July 3, 1979). [LE NOUVEL OBSERVATEUR (PARIS), 1/1998; MIRROR, 1/29/2002] 

Soviet tanks entering Afghanistan in late 1979. [Source: 

Banded Artists Productions] 
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Further, CIA covert action in the country actually began in 1978 (see 
1978), if not earlier (see 1973-1979). The US and Saudi Arabia will 
give a huge amount of money (estimates range up to $40 billion 
total for the war) to support the mujaheddin guerrilla fighters 
opposing the Russians, and a decade-long war will ensue. [NATION, 
2/15/1999] 
Entity Tags: United States, Saudi Arabia, Haizullah Amin, Zbigniew 
Brzezinski, Central Intelligence Agency
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI, Saudi Arabia

Early 1980: Osama Bin Laden, with Saudi Backing, 
Supports Afghan Rebels

��

Osama bin Laden begins 
providing financial, 
organizational, and 
engineering aid for the 
mujaheddin in 
Afghanistan, with the 
advice and support of 
the Saudi royal family. 
[NEW YORKER, 11/5/2001] 
Some, including Richard 
Clarke, 
counterterrorism “tsar” 
during the Clinton and 
George W. Bush 
administrations, believe 

he was handpicked for the job by Prince Turki al-Faisal, head of 
Saudi Arabia’s Secret Service. [NEW YORKER, 11/5/2001; SUNDAY TIMES (LONDON), 

8/25/2002] The Pakistani ISI want a Saudi prince as a public 
demonstration of the commitment of the Saudi royal family and as a 
way to ensure royal funds for the anti-Soviet forces. The agency fails 
to get royalty, but bin Laden, with his family’s influential ties, is 
good enough for the ISI. [MIAMI HERALD, 9/24/2001] (Clarke will argue later 
that the Saudis and other Muslim governments used the Afghan war 
in an attempt to get rid of their own misfits and troublemakers.) 
This multinational force later coalesces into al-Qaeda. [CLARKE, 2004, PP. 
52] 

Bin Laden, dressed in combat fatigues, in 

Afghanistan during the 1980’s. (Note the image has 

been digitally altered the brighten the shadow on 

his face.) [Source: CNN] 

Entity Tags: Turki bin Faisal, Richard A. Clarke, Pakistan Directorate for 
Inter-Services Intelligence, Osama bin Laden, Saudi Arabia, Al-Qaeda
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Osama Bin Laden, Saudi Arabia

Early 1980: Pakistan Turns to Islamic Fundamentalism 
after Invasion of Afghanistan

��

General Mohammad Zia ul-Haq seized power in 
Pakistan in a 1977 coup and declared himself 
president. The US stopped all economic and 
military aid to Pakistan as a result of the coup 
and Zia ruled cautiously in an attempt to win 
international approval. But immediately after 
the Russian invasion of Afghanistan (see 
December 8, 1979), the US allies with Zia and 
resumes aid. This allows Zia to use Islam to 
consolidate his power without worrying about 
the international reaction. He passes pro-
Islamic legislation, introduces Islamic banking 
systems, and creates Islamic courts. Most 

importantly, he creates a new religious tax which is used to create 

Muhammad Zia ul-

Haq. [Source: 

Associated Press] 
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tens of thousands of madrassas, or religious boarding schools. These 
schools will indoctrinate a large portion of future Islamic militants 
for decades to come. [GANNON, 2005, PP. 138-142] Zia also promotes military 
officers on the basis of religious devotion. The Koran and other 
religious material becomes compulsory reading material in army 
training courses. “Radical Islamist ideology began to permeate the 
military and the influence of the most extreme groups crept into the 
army,” journalist Kathy Gannon will write in her book I is for Infidel. 
[GANNON, 2005, PP. 138-142] The BBC will later comment that Zia’s self-
declared “Islamization” policies created a “culture of jihad” within 
Pakistan that continues until present day. [BBC, 8/5/2002] 
Entity Tags: Muhammad Zia ul-Haq
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI

Early 1980s: FBI Encounters Problems Passing Intelligence 
Information to Criminal Prosecutors, ‘Wall’ Arises

��

Due to apparent problems with the use of intelligence information in 
criminal proceedings, a set of procedures that later becomes known 
as the “wall” begins to take shape. The FBI, which performs both 
criminal and counterintelligence functions, normally obtains two 
types of warrants: criminal warrants and warrants under the 
recently passed Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA). FISA 
warrants are thought to be easier to obtain, as the FBI only has to 
show that there is probable cause to believe the subject is a foreign 
power or an agent of one. Sometimes a case begins as an 
intelligence investigation, but results in a criminal prosecution. In 
court the defense can then argue that the government has abused 
FISA and obtained evidence by improperly using the lower standard, 
so any evidence obtained under FISA should not be allowed in court. 
Although the government can use information it happens to obtain 
under a FISA warrant for a criminal prosecution, if the purpose of 
obtaining information under a FISA warrant is for a criminal 
prosecution, this is in violation of the Fourth Amendment’s 
prohibition against warrantless searches. To combat this apparent 
problem, the special FISA Court decides that for a warrant under 
FISA to be granted, collecting intelligence information must be the 
primary purpose, although such information can be used in a 
criminal investigation provided the criminal investigation does not 
become the primary purpose of the surveillance or search. As a 
result of these procedures, when the FBI is conducting an 
intelligence investigation and uncovers evidence of criminal activity, 
it no longer consults local United States Attorneys’ Offices, but 
prosecutors within the Justice Department’s Criminal Division. The 
prosecutors then decide when the local attorney’s office should 
become involved. [US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 11/2004, PP. 21-24� ] The wall will 
be extended in the 1990s (see July 19, 1995) and will be much 
criticized before and after 9/11 (see July 1999 and April 13, 2004). 
Entity Tags: Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, US Department of Justice, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 
Court
Category Tags: Counterterrorism Before 9/11

Mid-1980s: US Officials Allegedly Meet Directly with Bin 
Laden

��

Journalist Simon Reeve will claim in the 1999 book The New Jackals 
that US officials directly met with bin Laden in Afghanistan in the 
1980s. He will write, “American emissaries are understood to have 
traveled to Pakistan for meetings with mujaheddin leaders… [A 
former CIA official] even suggests the US emissaries met directly 
with bin Laden, and that it was bin Laden, acting on advice from his 
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friends in Saudi intelligence, who first suggested the mujaheddin 
should be given Stingers.” [REEVE, 1999, PP. 167, 176] The CIA begins 
supplying Stinger missiles to the mujaheddin in 1986 (see September 
1986). After 9/11, the CIA will state, “Numerous comments in the 
media recently have reiterated a widely circulated but incorrect 
notion that the CIA once had a relationship with Osama bin Laden. 
For the record, you should know that the CIA never employed, paid, 
or maintained any relationship whatsoever with bin Laden.” [US STATE 
DEPARTMENT, 1/14/2005] 
Entity Tags: Osama bin Laden, United States
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Osama Bin Laden

October 1980: Osama’s Oldest Brother Allegedly Involved 
in ‘October Surprise’

��

Salem bin Laden, Osama’s oldest brother, 
described by a French secret intelligence 
report as one of two closest friends of 
Saudi Arabia’s King Fahd who often 
performs important missions for Saudi 
Arabia, is involved in secret Paris meetings 
between US and Iranian emissaries this 
month, according to a French report. 
Frontline, which published the French 
report, notes that such meetings have 
never been confirmed. Rumors of these 
meetings have been called the “October 
Surprise” and some have speculated that 

in these meetings, George H. W. Bush negotiated a delay to the 
release of the US hostages in Iran, thus helping Ronald Reagan and 
Bush win the 1980 Presidential election. All of this is highly 
speculative, but if the French report is correct, it points to a long-
standing connection of highly improper behavior between the Bush 
and bin Laden families. [PBS FRONTLINE, 2001] 

Salem bin Laden in 1975. 

[Source: Corbis] 

Entity Tags: Salem bin Laden, Ronald Reagan
Category Tags: Saudi Arabia, Bin Laden Family

1981-1992: Cheney and Rumsfeld Practice Secret 
Continuity of Government Plan, Later Activated on 9/11

��

Throughout 
the 1980s, 
Dick Cheney 
and Donald 
Rumsfeld are 
key players in 
one of the 
most highly 
classified 
programs of 
the Reagan 

administration. Presently, Cheney is working as a Republican 
congressman, while Rumsfeld is head of the pharmaceutical 
company G. D. Searle. At least once per year, they both leave their 
day jobs for periods of three or four days. They head to Andrews Air 
Force Base, near Washington, DC, and along with 40 to 60 federal 
officials and one member of the Reagan Cabinet are taken to a 
remote location within the US, such as an underground bunker. 
While they are gone, none of their work colleagues, or even their 
wives, knows where they are. They are participating in detailed 
planning exercises for keeping government running during and after 

Donald Rumsfeld and Dick Cheney, along with then-President 

Gerald Ford, April 28, 1975. [Source: David Hume Kennerly / 

Gerald R. Ford Library] (click image to enlarge) 
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a nuclear war with the Soviet Union. This highly secret “continuity 
of government” (COG) program is known as Project 908. The idea is 
that if the US were under a nuclear attack, three teams would be 
sent from Washington to separate locations around the US to 
prepare to take leadership of the country. If somehow one team was 
located and hit with a nuclear weapon, the second or third team 
could take its place. Each of the three teams includes 
representatives from the State Department, Defense Department, 
CIA, and various domestic-policy agencies. The program is run by a 
new government agency called the National Program Office. Based 
in the Washington area, it has a budget of hundreds of million 
dollars a year, which grows to $1 billion per year by the end of 
Reagan’s first term in office. Within the National Security Council, 
the “action officer” involved in the COG program is Oliver North, 
who is a key figure in the mid-1980s Iran-Contra scandal. Reagan’s 
Vice President George H. W. Bush also supervises some of the 
program’s efforts. As well as Cheney and Rumsfeld, other known 
figures involved in the COG exercises include Kenneth Duberstein, 
who serves for a time as President Reagan’s chief of staff, and 
future CIA Director James Woolsey. The program, though, is 
extraconstitutional, as it establishes a process for designating a new 
US president that is nowhere authorized in the US Constitution or 
federal law. After George H. W. Bush is elected president in 1988 
and the effective end of the Soviet Union in 1989, the exercises 
continue. They will go on after Bill Clinton is elected president, but 
will then be based around the threat posed by terrorists, rather than 
the Soviet Union (see (1992-2000)). According to journalist James 
Mann, the participation of Rumsfeld and Cheney in these exercises 
demonstrates a broader truth about them: “Over three decades, 
from the Ford administration onward, even when they were out of 
the executive branch of government, they were never too far away; 
they stayed in touch with its defense, military, and intelligence 
officials and were regularly called upon by those officials. Cheney 
and Rumsfeld were, in a sense, a part of the permanent, though 
hidden, national security apparatus of the United States.” [MANN, 2004, 
PP. 138-145; ATLANTIC MONTHLY, 3/2004; COCKBURN, 2007, PP. 85] The plan they 
rehearse for in the COG exercises will be activated, supposedly for 
the first time, in the hours during and after the 9/11 attacks (see 
(Between 9:45-9:55 a.m.) September 11, 2001). [WASHINGTON POST, 

3/1/2002] Mann subsequently comments, “The program is of particular 
interest today because it helps to explain the thinking and behavior 
of the second Bush Administration in the hours, days, and months 
after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001.” [ATLANTIC MONTHLY, 
3/2004] 
Entity Tags: Richard ("Dick") Cheney, National Program Office, Oliver North, 
Kenneth Duberstein, George Herbert Walker Bush, Donald Rumsfeld, James 
Woolsey
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Military Exercises

1982: Pakistani ISI Begins Recruiting Arab Fundamentalists 
to Fight in Afghanistan

��

Pakistan’s intelligence agency, the ISI, begins its program to recruit 
Arab fundamentalists fighters from across the Arab world to fight 
against the Soviets in Afghanistan. [RASHID, 2001, PP. 129] 
Entity Tags: Pakistan Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI
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Between 1981 and 1989: Officials Airborne in ‘Doomsday’ 
Plane for Three Days during Exercise

��

During the 
1980s, top-
secret 
exercises are 
regularly held, 
testing a 
program 
called 
continuity of 
government 
(COG) that 

would keep the federal government functioning during and after a 
nuclear war (see 1981-1992). The program includes a special plane 
called the National Emergency Airborne Command Post (NEACP). 
This is a modified Boeing 747, based at Andrews Air Force Base, near 
Washington, DC that has its own conference room and special 
communications gear. Nicknamed the “Doomsday” plane, it could 
act as an airborne command post from where a president could run 
the country during a nuclear war. One of the COG exercises run by 
the Reagan administration involves a team of officials actually 
staying aloft in the NEACP for three days straight. The team cruises 
across the US, and up and down the coasts, periodically being 
refueled in mid-air. [SCHWARTZ, 1998; MANN, 2004, PP. 144] Dick Cheney and 
Donald Rumsfeld participate in the COG exercises, though whether 
they are aboard the NEACP in this particular one is unknown. [ATLANTIC 
MONTHLY, 3/2004] The plan that is being rehearsed for in the exercises 
will be activated in response to the 9/11 attacks (see (Between 
9:45-9:55 a.m.) September 11, 2001). Also on 9/11, three Doomsday 
planes (then known as “National Airborne Operations Center” 
planes) will be in the air, due to an exercise taking place that 
morning called Global Guardian (see Before 9:00 a.m. September 
11, 2001). [SCHWARTZ, 1998; OMAHA WORLD-HERALD, 2/27/2002] 

An E-4B Airborne Command Post. [Source: US Air Force] (click 

image to enlarge) 

Entity Tags: Richard ("Dick") Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Military Exercises

1982-1991: Afghan Opium Production Skyrockets

��

Afghan opium production rises from 250 tons in 1982 to 2,000 tons in 
1991, coinciding with CIA support and funding of the mujaheddin. 
Alfred McCoy, a professor of Southeast Asian history at the 
University of Wisconsin, says US and Pakistani intelligence officials 
sanctioned the rebels’ drug trafficking because of their fierce 
opposition to the Soviets: “If their local allies were involved in 
narcotics trafficking, it didn’t trouble [the] CIA. They were willing 
to keep working with people who were heavily involved in 
narcotics.” For instance, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, a rebel leader who 
received about half of all the CIA’s covert weapons, was known to 
be a major heroin trafficker. Charles Cogan, who directs the CIA’s 
operation in Afghanistan, later claims he was unaware of the drug 
trade: “We found out about it later on.” [ATLANTIC MONTHLY, 5/1996; STAR-
TRIBUNE (MINNEAPOLIS), 9/30/2001] 
Entity Tags: Alfred McCoy, Charles Cogan, Central Intelligence Agency, 
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI, Drugs

December 1982: Muslim Brotherhood Project to Infiltrate 
and Defeat the West

��
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In November 2001, Swiss investigators will 
search the home of Youssef Nada, the leader of 
Al Taqwa Bank, a Swiss bank that had just been 
shut down by the US and the UN for alleged ties 
to al-Qaeda, Hamas, and other radical militant 
groups (see November 7, 2001). Nada and other 
Al Taqwa directors are prominent members of 
the Muslim Brotherhood. Newsweek will say, 
“The Brotherhood, founded in Egypt in 1928 as a 
religious and quasi-political counterweight to 
the corrupt and increasingly decadent royalist 
and colonial governments dominating the Islamic 

world, always has had two faces: one a peaceful public, 
proselytizing and social-welfare oriented wing; the other a 
clandestine, paramilitary wing.… Intelligence and law-enforcement 
officials say that while some branches and elements of the 
Brotherhood, such as the offshoots now operating in Egypt and Syria, 
have pledged to work for their goal of a worldwide Islamic caliphate 
using peaceful means and electoral politics, the Brotherhood has 
also spun off many—if not most—of the more violent local and 
international groups devoted to the cause of Islamic holy war.” Such 
offshoots will include al-Qaeda and Hamas. [NEWSWEEK, 12/24/2004] Swiss 
investigators discover a 14-page document from December 1982 
entitled “The Project.” Nada claims not to know who wrote the 
document or how he came to have it, and he says he disagrees with 
most of the contents. The document details a strategic plan whose 
ultimate goal is “the establishment of the reign of God over the 
entire world.” The document begins, “This report presents a global 
vision of an international strategy of Islamic policy.” It recommends 
to “study of the centers of power locally and worldwide, and the 
possibilities of placing them under influence,” to contact and 
support new holy war movements anywhere in the world, to support 
holy war in Palestine, and “nurtur[e] the sentiment of rancor with 
regard to Jews.” Swiss investigators who analyze the document will 
later write that the strategy aims to achieve “a growing influence 
over the Muslim world. It is pointed out that the [Muslim 
Brotherhood] doesn’t have to act in the name of the Brotherhood, 
but can infiltrate existing entities. They can thus avoid being 
located and neutralized.” The document also advocates creating a 
network of religious, educational, and charitable institutions in 
Europe and the US to increase influence there. [UNKNOWN, 12/1982; LE TEMPS 

(GENEVA), 10/6/2005] 

Youssef Nada. 

[Source: Zuma 

Press/ NewsCom] 

Entity Tags: Muslim Brotherhood
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Al Taqwa Bank, Terrorism Financing

1983: Gulbuddin Hekmatyar Emerges as Most Powerful ISI 
Client

��

Afghan warlord Gulbuddin Hekmatyar emerges 
as the most powerful of ISI’s mujaheddin 
clients, just as Rep. Charlie Wilson (D) and CIA 
Director William Casey, along with Saudi 
Intelligence Minister Prince Turki al-Faisal, are 
pouring “hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth 
of new and more lethal supplies into ISI 
warehouses.” Hekmatyar is among the most 
ruthless and extreme of the Afghan Islamic 
warlords. [COLL, 2004, PP. 119] He receives about half 
of all the CIA’s covert weapons directed at 
Afghanistan despite being a known major drug 
trafficker (see 1982-1991). He develops close 

A young Gulbuddin 

Hekmatyar. [Source: 
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ties with bin Laden by 1984 while continuing to 
recieve large amounts of assistance from the CIA 

and ISI (see 1984). 

Public domain] 

Entity Tags: Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, Turki al-Faisal, Charlie Wilson, William 
Casey
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy

April 18-October 23, 1983: Beirut Bombings Begin Era of 
Suicide Attacks

��

In June 1982, Israel invaded 
Lebanon, and US Marines were 
sent to Lebanon as a peacekeeping 
force in September 1982. On April 
18, 1983, the US embassy in 
Beirut, Lebanon, is bombed by a 
suicide truck attack, killing 63 
people. On October 23, 1983, a 
Marine barracks in Beirut is 
bombed by another suicide truck 
attack, killing 241 Marines. In 
February 1984, the US military will 
depart Lebanon. The radical 
militant group Islamic Jihad will 
take credit for both attacks. This 
group is led by Ayman al-Zawahiri, 

who will later become the number two leader in al-Qaeda. However, 
many believe Hezbollah is involved in the attacks. Prior to this year, 
attacks of this type were rare. But the perceived success of these 
attacks in getting the US to leave Lebanon will usher in a new era of 
suicide attacks around the world. The next two years in particular 
will see a wave of such attacks in the Middle East, many of them 
committed by the radical militant group Hezbollah. [US CONGRESS, 
7/24/2003; US CONGRESS, 7/24/2003� ] The Beirut bombings will also inspire bin 
Laden to believe that the US can be defeated by suicide attacks. For 
instance, he will say in a 1998 interview, “We have seen in the last 
decade the decline of the American government and the weakness 
of the American soldier who is ready to wage Cold Wars and 
unprepared to fight long wars. This was proven in Beirut when the 
Marines fled after two explosions.” [ABC NEWS, 5/28/1998] In 1994, bin 
Laden will hold a meeting with a top Hezbollah leader (see 1994), 
and arrange for some of his operatives to be trained in the truck 
bombing techniques that had been used in Beirut. [9/11 COMMISSION, 
7/24/2004, PP. 48] 

The October 1983 bombing of US 

Marine barracks in Beirut, Lebanon. 

[Source: US Marine Corps.] 

Entity Tags: Ayman al-Zawahiri, Hezbollah, Osama bin Laden
Category Tags: Ayman Al-Zawahiri, Warning Signs

July 29, 1983: SAAR Network Is Founded

��

The SAAR Foundation is 
incorporated in Herndon, 
Virginia, just outside 
Washington. It will 
become an umbrella 
organization for a cluster 
of over 100 charities, 
think tanks, and 
businesses known as the 
SAAR network. In 2002, 
the US government will 

555 Grove Street, Herndon, Virginia. This is the 
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raid the SAAR network 
looking for ties to the Al 
Taqwa Bank and the 

Muslim Brotherhood (see March 20, 2002). [FARAH, 2004, PP. 153] 

location of the SAAR Foundation/Safa Group and 

many related businesses. [Source: Paul Sperry] 

Entity Tags: SAAR Foundation
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Terrorism Financing

1984: Bin Laden Develops Ties with Pakistani ISI and 
Afghan Warlord

��

Bin Laden moves to Peshawar, a Pakistani town bordering 
Afghanistan, and helps run a front organization for the mujaheddin 
known as Maktab al-Khidamat (MAK), which funnels money, arms, 
and fighters from the outside world into the Afghan war. [NEW YORKER, 

1/24/2000] “MAK [is] nurtured by Pakistan’s state security services, the 
Inter-Services Intelligence agency, or ISI, the CIA’s primary conduit 
for conducting the covert war against Moscow’s occupation.” [MSNBC, 
8/24/1998] Bin Laden becomes closely tied to the warlord Gulbuddin 
Hekmatyar, and greatly strengthens Hekmatyar’s opium smuggling 
operations. [LE MONDE (PARIS), 9/14/2001] Hekmatyar, who also has ties with 
bin Laden, the CIA, and drug running, has been called “an ISI stooge 
and creation.” [ASIA TIMES, 11/15/2001] MAK is also known as Al-Kifah and 
its branch in New York is called the Al-Kifah Refugee Center. This 
branch will play a pivotal role in the 1993 WTC bombing and also has 
CIA ties (see January 24, 1994). 
Entity Tags: Osama bin Laden, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, Central Intelligence 
Agency, Maktab al-Khidamat, Pakistan Directorate for Inter-Services 
Intelligence
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI, Drugs, Al-Kifah/MAK

1984: Ali Mohamed Works Briefly with CIA; Then Let Go 
Because of Connections to Islamic Fundamentalist Groups

��

Ali Mohamed is a major in 
the Egyptian army. He is 
highly educated, speaking 
several languages and 
possessing two bachelor’s 
degrees and a master’s 
degree. In 1981 he was 
taking part in a special 
program for foreign 
officers at the US Army 
Special Forces school at 
Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina, while soldiers 
with radical Islamic beliefs from his Egyptian army unit assassinated 
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat. He is forced to quit in early 1984 
on suspicions of becoming too religious. He approaches the CIA in 
Egypt and volunteers to be a spy. The CIA accepts, and he makes 
contact in Germany with a branch of Hezbollah, the Middle Eastern 
militant group. The CIA has claimed that Mohamed secretly tells 
Hezbollah members that he is working with the CIA, but the CIA 
quickly discovers this. The CIA supposedly suspects he wanted to 
help Hezbollah spy on the CIA and cuts off all further ties with him 
and tries to stop him from coming to the US. [NEW YORK TIMES, 12/1/1998; SAN 

FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, 11/4/2001; WALL STREET JOURNAL, 11/26/2001] But there will be 
claims that Mohamed then will come to the US through a secret CIA 
program. If true, this would cast doubt on the CIA’s account of their 
interaction with Mohamed (see September 1985). 

Egyptian militants open fire on Egyptian 

President Anwar Sadat. [Source: Public domain] 

Entity Tags: Hezbollah, Ali Mohamed, Central Intelligence Agency
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Category Tags: Ali Mohamed

1984-1994: US Supports Militant Textbooks for Afghanistan

��

The US, through USAID and the University of Nebraska, spends 
millions of dollars developing and printing textbooks for Afghan 
schoolchildren. The textbooks are filled with violent images and 
militant Islamic teachings, part of covert attempts to spur resistance 
to the Soviet occupation. For instance, children are taught to count 
with illustrations showing tanks, missiles, and land mines. Lacking 
any alternative, millions of these textbooks are used long after 
1994; the Taliban are still using them in 2001. In 2002, the US will 
start producing less violent versions of the same books, which 
President Bush says will have “respect for human dignity, instead of 
indoctrinating students with fanaticism and bigotry.” (He will fail to 
mention who created those earlier books). [WASHINGTON POST, 3/23/2002; 

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION, 5/6/2002] 
Entity Tags: University of Nebraska, Taliban, USAID, George W. Bush
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

January 4, 1984: Alleged Terrorist Plot to Bomb WTC 
Uncovered

��

The New York Port Authority, which owns the 
World Trade Center, is aware of terrorism 
occurring around the world and that the WTC is 
vulnerable to attack. It has therefore created the 
Terrorist Intelligence Unit within its police 
department, headed by Detective Sergeant Peter 
Caram, to gather information about terrorist 
groups and assess the vulnerability of its numerous 
facilities to attack. On this day, Caram writes a 
memo to the assistant superintendent of the Port 
Authority Police Department, reporting that the 
FBI has uncovered a terrorist threat: Two 

supporters of Ayatollah Khomeini are allegedly planning to bomb the 
WTC in the near future. Although the attack never occurs, this is the 
first of numerous occasions during the 1980s where the WTC is 
considered a potential target for a terrorist attack. [CARAM, 2001, PP. 4-5; 
NEW YORK COUNTY SUPREME COURT, 1/20/2004] 

Peter Caram. 

[Source: SRR 

Training] 

Entity Tags: World Trade Center, Peter Caram
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing

January 17, 1984: Port Authority Terrorist Intelligence 
Unit Issues Report on WTC Security

��

Detective Sergeant Peter Caram, the head of the New York Port 
Authority’s Terrorist Intelligence Unit, has been directed by the 
assistant superintendent of the Port Authority Police Department to 
compile a report on the vulnerability of the WTC to a terrorist 
attack. Having previously worked at the WTC Command, Caram has 
exclusive knowledge of some of the center’s security weaknesses. 
On this day he issues his four-page report, titled “Terrorist Threat 
and Targeting Assessment: World Trade Center.” It looks at the 
reasoning behind why the WTC might be singled out for attack, and 
identifies three areas of particular vulnerability: the perimeter of 
the WTC complex, the truck dock entrance, and the subgrade area 
(the lower floors below ground level). Caram specifically mentions 
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that terrorists could use a car bomb in the subgrade area—a 
situation similar to what occurs in the 1993 bombing (see February 
26, 1993). [CARAM, 2001, PP. 5, 84-85; NEW YORK COUNTY SUPREME COURT, 1/20/2004] This 
is the first of several reports during the 1980s, identifying the WTC 
as a potential terrorist target. 
Entity Tags: World Trade Center, Peter Caram
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing

Early 1984: Port Authority Establishes Office of Special 
Planning

��

Peter Goldmark, the executive director of the 
New York Port Authority, is concerned that, in 
light of terrorist attacks occurring around the 
world (see April 18-October 23, 1983), Port 
Authority facilities, including the World Trade 
Center, could become terrorist targets. [ASSOCIATED 
PRESS, 9/28/2005; NEW YORK TIMES, 10/27/2005] He therefore 
creates a unit called the Office of Special 
Planning (OSP) to evaluate the vulnerabilities of 
all Port Authority facilities and present 
recommendations to minimize the risks of 
attack. The OSP is staffed by Port Authority 
police and civilian workers, and is headed by 
Edward O’Sullivan, who has experience in 

counter-terrorism from earlier careers in the Navy and Marine Corps. 
In carrying out its work, the OSP will consult with such US agencies 
as the FBI, CIA, Secret Service, NSA, and Defense Department. It will 
also consult with security officials from other countries that have 
gained expertise in combating terrorism, such as England, France, 
Italy, and Israel. [GLANZ AND LIPTON, 2004, PP. 226; NEW YORK COUNTY SUPREME COURT, 

1/20/2004] According to Peter Caram, head of the Port Authority’s 
Terrorist Intelligence Unit, the OSP will develop “an expertise 
unmatched in the United States.” [CARAM, 2001, PP. 12] In 1985 it will 
issue a report called “Counter-Terrorism Perspectives: The World 
Trade Center” (see November 1985). [NEW YORK COURT OF APPEALS, 2/16/1999] 
It will exist until 1987. [VILLAGE VOICE, 1/5/2000] 

Peter Goldmark. 

[Source: 

Environmental 

Defense Fund] 

Entity Tags: Peter Goldmark, Office of Special Planning, New York Port 
Authority
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing

(Between Early 1984 and October 1985): Office of Special 
Planning Studies Vulnerability of WTC to Terrorist Attack

��

The Office of Special Planning (OSP), a unit set up by the New York 
Port Authority to assess the security of its facilities against terrorist 
attacks (see Early 1984), spends four to six months studying the 
World Trade Center. It examines the center’s design through looking 
at photographs, blueprints, and plans. It brings in experts such as 
the builders of the center, plus experts in sabotage and explosives, 
and has them walk through the WTC to identify any areas of 
vulnerability. According to New York Times reporters James Glanz 
and Eric Lipton, when Edward O’Sullivan, head of the OSP, looks at 
WTC security, he finds “one vulnerability after another. Explosive 
charges could be placed at key locations in the power system. 
Chemical or biological agents could be dropped into the coolant 
system. The Hudson River water intake could be blown up. Someone 
might even try to infiltrate the large and vulnerable subterranean 
realms of the World Trade Center site.” In particular, “There was no 
control at all over access to the underground, two-thousand-car 
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parking garage.” However, O’Sullivan consults “one of the trade 
center’s original structural engineers, Les Robertson, on whether 
the towers would collapse because of a bomb or a collision with a 
slow-moving airplane.” He is told there is “little likelihood of a 
collapse no matter how the building was attacked.” [GLANZ AND LIPTON, 
2004, PP. 227; NEW YORK COUNTY SUPREME COURT, 1/20/2004] The OSP will issue its 
report called “Counter-Terrorism Perspectives: The World Trade 
Center” late in 1985 (see November 1985). 
Entity Tags: Office of Special Planning, Leslie Robertson, Edward O'Sullivan, 
World Trade Center
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing

October 1984: CIA Afghan Covert Operations Budget 
Increases

��

Primarily due to the pressure from Rep. Charlie 
Wilson (D), the CIA’s budget for the Afghan covert 
operations is tripled in a matter of a few weeks. 
The CIA initially resisted accepting the funds, but 
according to William Casey’s executive assistant 
Robert Gates, “Wilson just steamrolled [CIA Near 
East Division Chief Charles]—and the CIA for that 
matter.” [CRILE, 2003, PP. 102] Richard Clarke, a State 
Department analyst who later will become 
counterterrorism “tsar” for Presidents Clinton 
and Bush Jr., will claim, “Unclassified studies 
show that [covert aid] grew from $35 million in 
1982 to $600 million in 1987. With few 
exceptions, the funds bought materiel that was 

given to Afghan fighters by [the ISI]. CIA personnel were not 
authorized to enter Afghanistan, except rarely.” [CLARKE, 2004, PP. 50] 

Charlie Wilson. 

[Source: Sam 

Houston State 

University] 

Entity Tags: Robert M. Gates, William Casey, Central Intelligence Agency, 
Charles Cogen, Charlie Wilson, Richard A. Clarke
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

October 1984: CIA Director Secretly Visits Afghan Training 
Camps; He Urges Spread of Violence into Soviet Union

��

CIA Director William 
Casey makes a secret 
visit to Pakistan to plan 
a strategy to defeat 
Soviet forces in 
Afghanistan. Casey is 
flown to secret training 
camps near the Afghan 
border where he 
watches trainees fire 
weapons and make 
bombs. According to the 
Washington Post, 
“During the visit, Casey 
startled his Pakistani 

hosts by proposing that they take the Afghan war into enemy 
territory—into the Soviet Union itself. Casey wanted to ship 
subversive propaganda through Afghanistan to the Soviet Union’s 
predominantly Muslim southern republics.” The Pakistanis agree to 
the plan and soon the CIA begins sending subversive literature and 
thousands of Korans to Soviet republics such as Uzbekistan. 
Mohammad Yousaf, a Pakistani general who attended the meeting, 

William Casey (center, with glasses) touring 

Afghan training camps in the 1980s. [Source: 

Associated Press] 
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will later say that Casey said, “We can do a lot of damage to the 
Soviet Union.” [WASHINGTON POST, 7/19/1992] This will eventually evolve into 
CIA and ISI sponsored Afghan attacks inside the Soviet Union (see 
March 1985 and 1986-1987). 
Entity Tags: Pakistan Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence, William 
Casey, Central Intelligence Agency, Mohammad Yousaf
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

Late 1984: Bin Laden and His Mentor Azzam Set Up 
Precursor Organization to Al-Qaeda

��

Osama bin Laden, Sheikh Abdullah 
Azzam, bin Laden’s mentor, and 
Abdullah Anas, Azzam’s son-in-law, 
create an organization called Maktab 
al-Khidamat (MAK), known in English 
as the Services Office. It is also 
known as Al-Kifah. This organization 
will become a key node in the private 
funding network for the Afghan war. 
[BERGEN, 2006, PP. 28-30] The US government 
will later call it the “precursor 
organization to al-Qaeda.” [9/11 
COMMISSION, 8/21/2004, PP. 89� ] Initially, 
Azzam runs it while bin Laden funds 
it. They create a guesthouse in 

Peshawar, Pakistan, to help foreign volunteers connect with rebel 
forces in Afghanistan. Prior to this time, the number of such 
volunteers is very small, perhaps only several dozen. But the 
number begins to dramatically expand. [NEW YORK TIMES, 1/14/2001; BERGEN, 

2006, PP. 28-30] Donors will include the Saudi intelligence agency, the 
Saudi Red Crescent, the Muslim World League, and private donors, 
including Saudi princes. [PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE, 9/23/2001] MAK/Al-Kifah 
begins fundraising in the US one year later (see 1985-1989). 

Sheikh Abdullah Azzam and his 

son-in-law Abdullah Anas in 

Afghanistan during the 1980s. 

[Source: History Channel] 

Entity Tags: Maktab al-Khidamat, Abdullah Anas, Abdullah Azzam, Osama bin 
Laden
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Al-Kifah/MAK

(1985): CIA Agent Proposes False Flag Attacks in Europe in 
Name of Hezbollah; Modified Proposal Is Implemented

��

CIA agent Robert Baer proposes a series of false flag attacks in 
Europe to drive a wedge between Syria and Iran, which he hopes will 
lead to the freeing of Western hostages held in Lebanon. Although 
his superiors ban the use of real explosives, the proposal is 
implemented in altered form. Baer is aware that the current secular 
Syrian government is nervous about the tendency of Iran, one of its 
allies, to support numerous Islamic movements, including ones 
generally opposed to Syria. He plans to make the Syrians think that 
Iran has turned against it by carrying out a series of car bombings 
against Syrian diplomats in Europe and then claiming them in a 
statement issued by the CIA pretending to be the Lebanon-based 
and Iran-backed terror group Hezbollah. Baer thinks that Syria would 
then break with Hezbollah and the hostages would be freed. 
Although the plan is for the bombs to misfire and the diplomats not 
to be killed, his superior says that the use of any bombs in Europe is 
beyond the pale for the CIA. Baer will later comment: “Eventually 
we did get an operation through the bureaucracy. The CIA has asked 
me not to describe it. I can say, though, that while it managed to 
irritate [Syrian president] Hafiz al-Asad—sort of like a twenty-four 
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hour diaper rash—it wasn’t enough for him to shut down 
Hezbollah.” [BAER, 2002, PP. 140-2] 
Entity Tags: Hezbollah, Central Intelligence Agency, Robert Baer, Syria, Iran
Category Tags: Counterterrorism Before 9/11

1985-1989: Precursor to Al-Qaeda Puts Down US Roots

��

Sheikh 
Abdullah 
Azzam, bin 
Laden’s 
mentor, 
makes 
repeated trips 
to the US and 
other 
countries, 
building up his 
Pakistan-based 
organization, Maktab al-Khidamat (MAK), or “Services Office” in 
English. It is also known as Al-Kifah, which means “struggle.” Azzam 
founded the Al-Kifah/MAK in 1984 (see Late 1984). Branches open in 
over 30 US cities, as Muslim-Americans donate millions of dollars to 
support the Afghan war against the Soviet Union. The most 
important branch, called the Al-Kifah Refugee Center, opens in 
Brooklyn, New York (see 1986-1993). Azzam is assassinated in a car 
bomb attack in late 1989 (see November 24, 1989). Bin Laden soon 
takes over the organization, which effectively morphs into al-Qaeda. 
His followers take over the US offices and they become financial 
conduits for al-Qaeda operations. [LANCE, 2003, PP. 40-41] 

Makhtab al-Khidamat offices in the US in the late 1980s. Some 

of the offices in fact were represented by single individuals. 

[Source: National Geographic] (click image to enlarge) 

Entity Tags: Osama bin Laden, Al-Kifah Refugee Center, Maktab al-Khidamat, 
Al-Qaeda, Abdullah Azzam
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Al-Kifah/MAK

1985-1986: CIA Becomes Unhappy with Afghan Fighters, 
Begins Supporting Islamist Volunteers from Other 
Countries

��

The Central Intelligence Agency, which has been supporting 
indigenous Afghan groups fighting occupying Soviet forces, becomes 
unhappy with them due to infighting, and searches for alternative 
anti-Soviet allies. MSNBC will later comment: “[T]he CIA, concerned 
about the factionalism of Afghanistan made famous by Rudyard 
Kipling, found that Arab zealots who flocked to aid the Afghans were 
easier to ‘read’ than the rivalry-ridden natives. While the Arab 
volunteers might well prove troublesome later, the agency 
reasoned, they at least were one-dimensionally anti-Soviet for now. 
So [Osama] bin Laden, along with a small group of Islamic militants 
from Egypt, Pakistan, Lebanon, Syria and Palestinian refugee camps 
all over the Middle East, became the ‘reliable’ partners of the CIA in 
its war against Moscow.” The CIA does not usually deal with the 
Afghan Arabs directly, but through an intermediary, Pakistan’s ISI, 
which helps the Arabs through the Maktab al-Khidamat (MAK) run by 
Abdullah Azzam. [MSNBC, 8/24/1998] The agreement is sealed during a 
secret visit to Pakistan, where CIA Director William Casey commits 
the agency to support the ISI program of recruiting radical Muslims 
for the Afghan war from other Muslim countries around the world. In 
addition to the Gulf States, these include Turkey, the Philippines, 
and China. The ISI started their recruitment of radicals from other 
countries in 1982 (see 1982). This CIA cooperation is part of a joint 
CIA-ISI plan begun the year before to expand the “Jihad” beyond 
Afghanistan (see March 1985). [RASHID, 2001, PP. 128-129] Thousands of 
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militant Arabs are trained under this program (see 1986-1992). 
Entity Tags: Central Intelligence Agency, Maktab al-Khidamat, Abdullah 
Azzam, William Casey, Pakistan Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI, Philippine Militant 
Collusion

1985-1990: White House Defies Congress and Allows 
Pakistan’s Nuclear Weapons Program to Progress

��

In 1985, US Congress passes legislation requiring US economic 
sanctions on Pakistan unless the White House can certify that 
Pakistan has not embarked on a nuclear weapons program. The 
White House certifies this every year until 1990. However, it was 
known all the time that Pakistan did had a continuing nuclear 
program. For instance, in 1983 a State Department memo said 
Pakistan clearly has a nuclear weapons program that relies on stolen 
European technology. Pakistan successfully builds a nuclear bomb in 
1987 but does not test it to keep it a secret (see 1987). With the 
Soviet-Afghan war ending in 1989, the US no longer relies on 
Pakistan to contain the Soviet Union. So in 1990 the Pakistani 
nuclear program is finally recognized and sweeping sanctions are 
applied. [GANNON, 2005] The government of Pakistan will keep their 
nuclear program a secret until they successfully test a nuclear 
weapon in 1998 (see May 28, 1998). 
Entity Tags: White House, US Congress, Pakistan
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI

1985-1989: Bin Laden’s Mentor Azzam Recruits Fighters 
All Over World with Apparent CIA Support

��

Bin Laden’s mentor Abdullah Azzam frequently 
travels all over the world with the apparent 
support of the CIA. Slate will later write, 
“Azzam trotted the globe during the 1980s to 
promote the Afghan jihad against the Soviets. 
By the time of his death in 1989, he had 
recruited between 16,000 and 20,000 
mujaheddin from 20 countries to Afghanistan, 
visited 50 American cities to advance his cause, 
and dispatched acolytes to spread the gospel in 
26 US states, not to mention across the Middle 
East and Europe.” Slate calls him “the Lenin of 
international jihad,” noting that he “didn’t 
invent his movement’s ideas, but he furthered 
them and put them into practice around the 
world.” [SLATE, 4/16/2002] At the time, the US is 

supporting the Afghans fighting the Soviets and it will later be 
alleged that the CIA supported Azzam as part of this effort. Barnett 
Rubin, a Columbia University professor and senior fellow at the 
Council on Foreign Relations, will claim in 1995 that sources told 
him Azzam was “enlisted” by the CIA to help unite the fractious 
Afghan rebel groups. Rubin claims Azzam was considered a prime 
asset because of his “close connections to the Muslim Brotherhood, 
Saudi intelligence, and the Muslim World League.” But Azzam made 
no secret of his desire for a no compromise jihad to conquer the 
entire world. In 1988 in New Jersey, he says, “Blood and martyrdom 
are the only way to create a Muslim society” and he wants “to ignite 
the spark that may one day burn Western interests all over the 
world.” He is frequently accompanied on his US lecture tours by El-
Sayyid Nosair and Clement Rodney Hampton-El, both of whom will 
later be convicted of al-Qaeda-linked attacks in the US. [NEW YORKER, 

3/17/1995] CAIR (Council on American-Islamic Relations) Executive 

Sheikh Abdullah 

Azzam giving a 

speech in the US in 

February 1988. 

[Source: CNN] 
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Director Nihad Awad is a leader in the IAP (Islamic Association for 
Palestine) at this time. ISNA (Islamic Society of North America) 
affiliates, such as IAP and the MAYA (Muslim Arab Youth 
Association), host Azzam and arrange his visits to Islamic centers 
throughout the US. [NEW REPUBLIC, 2/27/2007] 
Entity Tags: Islamic Association for Palestine, Barnett Rubin, Abdullah 
Azzam, Clement Rodney Hampton-El, El Sayyid Nosair, Muslim World 
League, Nihad Awad, Muslim Arab Youth Association, Muslim Brotherhood, 
Council on American-Islamic Relations
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Al-Kifah/MAK

Mid-1980s: Pakistani ISI and CIA Gain from Drug Production

��

The Pakistani 
ISI starts a 
special cell of 
agents who use 
profits from 
heroin 
production for 
covert actions 
“at the 
insistence of 
the CIA.” “This 
cell promotes 

the cultivation of opium, the extraction of heroin in Pakistani and 
Afghan territories under mujaheddin control. The heroin is then 
smuggled into the Soviet controlled areas, in an attempt to turn the 
Soviet troops into heroin addicts. After the withdrawal of the Soviet 
troops, the ISI’s heroin cell started using its network of refineries 
and smugglers for smuggling heroin to the Western countries and 
using the money as a supplement to its legitimate economy. But for 
these heroin dollars, Pakistan’s legitimate economy must have 
collapsed many years ago.” [FINANCIAL TIMES, 8/10/2001] The ISI grows so 
powerful on this money, that “even by the shadowy standards of spy 
agencies, the ISI is notorious. It is commonly branded ‘a state within 
the state,’ or Pakistan’s ‘invisible government.’” [TIME, 5/6/2002] 

ISI headquarters in Islamabad, Pakistan. [Source: Banded 

Artists Productions] 

Entity Tags: Pakistan Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence, Central 
Intelligence Agency
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI, Drugs

Mid-1980s: ISI Head Regularly Meets with Bin Laden

��

According to controversial author Gerald Posner, ex-CIA officials 
claim that Gen. Akhtar Abdul Rahman, Pakistani ISI’s head from 
1980 to 1987, regularly meets bin Laden in Peshawar, Pakistan. The 
ISI and bin Laden form a partnership that forces Afghan tribal 
warlords to pay a “tax” on the opium trade. By 1985, bin Laden and 
the ISI are splitting annual profits of up to $100 million a year. 
[POSNER, 2003, PP. 29] 
Entity Tags: Pakistan Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence, Osama bin 
Laden, Akhtar Abdul Rahman
Category Tags: Pakistan and the ISI, Soviet-Afghan War, Drugs

Mid-1980s: Osama’s Brother Is Allegedly Involved in the 
Iran-Contra Affair

��

Quoting a French intelligence report posted by PBS Frontline, The 
New Yorker reports, “During the nineteen-eighties, when the Reagan 
administration secretly arranged for an estimated $34 million to be 
funneled through Saudi Arabia to the Contras in Nicaragua, [Osama’s 
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eldest brother] Salem bin Laden aided in this cause.” [PBS FRONTLINE, 
2001; NEW YORKER, 11/5/2001] 
Entity Tags: Reagan administration, Contras, Salem bin Laden
Category Tags: Saudi Arabia, Bin Laden Family

March 1985: US and Pakistan Begin Training Afghans to 
Attack Inside Soviet Union

��

Following a directive signed by President Reagan that sharply 
escalates US covert action in Afghanistan, the Pakistani ISI begins 
training Afghans to launch strikes directly into Soviet territory. 
Apparently the idea originated with CIA Director William Casey who 
first proposed harassing Soviet territory in 1984 (see October 1984). 
According to Graham Fuller, a senior US intelligence official, most 
top US officials consider such military raids “an incredible 
escalation” and fear a large-scale Soviet response if they are carried 
out. The Reagan administration decides not to give Pakistan detailed 
satellite photographs of military targets inside the Soviet Union. 
[WASHINGTON POST, 7/19/1992] But Casey will approve of such attacks in 1986 
and the first attack inside the Soviet Union will take place in early 
1987 (see 1986-1987). 
Entity Tags: Pakistan Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence, Central 
Intelligence Agency, Graham Fuller, William Casey
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI

March 1985: Reagan Sharply Increases Covert Support to 
Afghan Rebels

��

President Reagan issues a secret National Security Decision Directive 
to sharply escalate US covert action in Afghanistan. No longer 
content to simply help harass Soviet forces in Afghanistan, the 
directive leads to sharp increase in military and other aid to the 
mujaheddin to completely defeat the Soviets. The CIA begins 
supplying mujaheddin rebels with “extensive satellite 
reconnaissance data of Soviet targets on the Afghan battlefield, 
plans for military operations based on the satellite intelligence, 
intercepts of Soviet communications, secret communications 
networks for the rebels, delayed timing devices for tons of C-4 
plastic explosives for urban sabotage and sophisticated guerrilla 
attacks, long-range sniper rifles, a targeting device for mortars that 
was linked to a US Navy satellite, wire-guided anti-tank missiles, 
and other equipment.” CIA Director William Casey also sees the 
directive as an opportunity to launch attacks inside the Soviet Union 
itself (see March 1985 and 1986-1987). [WASHINGTON POST, 7/19/1992] 
Entity Tags: Ronald Reagan, William Casey, Central Intelligence Agency
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

July 1985: Report Outlines Terrorism Threat to WTC

��

While the Office of Special Planning is still working on its report 
about the vulnerability of the WTC to terrorist attack, the New York 
Port Authority has hired security consultant Charles Schnabolk to 
also review the center’s security systems. This month his secret 
report, titled “Terrorism Threat Perspective and Proposed Response 
for the World Trade Center” is released. It sets out four levels of 
possible terrorism against the center, and gives examples of each: 
“(1) PREDICTABLE—Bomb threats; (2) PROBABLE—Bombing attempts, 
computer crime; (3) POSSIBLE—Hostage taking; (4) CATASTROPHIC—
Aerial bombing, chemical agents in water supply or air conditioning 
(caused by agents of a foreign government or a programmed 
suicide).” Similar to other reports in the mid-1980s, it also warns 
that the WTC “is highly vulnerable through the parking lot.” [UEXPRESS 
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(.COM), 10/12/2001; NEW YORK COUNTY SUPREME COURT, 1/20/2004] 
Entity Tags: World Trade Center, Charles Schnabolk
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing

September 1985: Ali Mohamed Moves to US; CIA Role Is 
Disputed

��

The CIA claims to have put Ali Mohamed 
on a terrorist watch list to prevent him 
from coming to the US (see 1984). 
Somehow, Mohamed gets a US visa 
anyway. After learning that he has been 
given a visa, the CIA supposedly issues a 
warning to other Federal agencies that 
a suspicious character might be 
traveling to the US. Mohamed is able to 
move to the US nonetheless. [NEW YORK 

TIMES, 12/1/1998; SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, 11/4/2001] 
The State Department will not explain 
how he is able to move to the US 
despite such warnings. [NEW YORK TIMES, 

12/1/1998] In 1995, after Mohamed’s name 
publicly surfaces at the trial of Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman, the 
Boston Globe will report that Mohamed had been admitted to the US 
under a special visa program controlled by the CIA’s clandestine 
service. This will contradict the CIA’s later claims of disassociating 
themselves from Mohamed and attempting to stop him from 
entering the US. [BOSTON GLOBE, 2/3/1995; NEW YORK TIMES, 10/30/1998] Mohamed 
befriends an American woman he meets on the airplane flight to the 
US. They get married less than two months later, and he moves to 
her residence in Santa Clara, California. The marriage will help him 
to become a US citizen in 1989. [SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, 9/21/2001] 

Al Mohamed, pictured in a US 

army video. [Source: US 

Army] 

Entity Tags: US Department of State, Ali Mohamed, Central Intelligence 
Agency
Category Tags: Ali Mohamed

November 1985: Office of Special Planning Report Calls 
WTC a ‘Most Attractive Terrorist Target’

��

After assessing the security of New York Port Authority facilities, the 
Office of Special Planning (OSP), the Port Authority’s own 
antiterrorist task force, releases a report called “Counter-Terrorism 
Perspectives: The World Trade Center.” For security purposes, only 
seven copies are made, being hand-delivered and signed for by its 
various recipients, including the executive director of the Port 
Authority, the superintendent of the Port Authority Police, and the 
director of the World Trade Department. [NEW YORK COURT OF APPEALS, 

2/16/1999; VILLAGE VOICE, 1/5/2000] Because of the WTC’s visibility, symbolic 
value, and it being immediately recognizable to people from around 
the world, the report concludes that the center is a “most attractive 
terrorist target.” [NEW YORK COUNTY SUPREME COURT, 1/20/2004] The report, 
which is 120 pages long, lists various possible methods of attacking 
the center. [NEW YORK COURT OF APPEALS, 2/16/1999; CARAM, 2001, PP. 103; BARRETT AND 

COLLINS, 2006, PP. 87] One of these is that a “time bomb-laden vehicle 
could be driven into the WTC and parked in the public parking area.
… At a predetermined time, the bomb could be exploded in the 
basement.” [GLANZ AND LIPTON, 2004, PP. 227] As a Senate Committee Report 
will find in August 1993, “The specifics of the February 26, 1993 
bombing at the World Trade Center garage were almost identical to 
those envisioned in the [OSP] report.” [NEW YORK COURT OF APPEALS, 2/16/1999] 
Due to the Port Authority’s failure to adequately implement the 
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OSP’s recommendations, the report will be crucial evidence in a 
successful civil trial against it in October 2005, charging negligence 
in failing to prevent the 1993 bombing. [BLOOMBERG, 10/26/2005; NEW YORK 

TIMES, 10/27/2005; NEW YORK TIMES, 2/18/2006] As of mid-2006, the other possible 
methods of attacking the WTC listed in the report remain 
undisclosed. 
Entity Tags: Office of Special Planning, World Trade Center, World Trade 
Department, New York Port Authority
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing

1986: Bin Laden Works with CIA, at Least Indirectly

��

The CIA, ISI, and bin Laden build the Khost tunnel complex in 
Afghanistan. This will be a major target of bombing and fighting 
when the US attacks the Taliban in 2001. [PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE, 
9/23/2001; HINDU, 9/27/2001] It will be reported in June 2001 that “bin 
Laden worked closely with Saudi, Pakistani, and US intelligence 
services to recruit mujaheddin from many Muslim countries,” but 
this information has not been reported much since 9/11. [UNITED PRESS 
INTERNATIONAL, 4/10/2004] A CIA spokesperson will later claim, “For the 
record, you should know that the CIA never employed, paid, or 
maintained any relationship whatsoever with bin Laden.” [ANANOVA, 
10/31/2001] 
Entity Tags: Osama bin Laden, Central Intelligence Agency, Taliban, Pakistan 
Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Saudi Arabia

1986: Ali Mohamed Joins US Armed Services and Teaches 
About Middle East; Supervisors Include Prominent 
Neoconservative Ideologue

��

Ali Mohamed enlists 
in the US Army and is 
posted to Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina. (He 
had taken part in a 
special program for 
foreign officers at 
Fort Bragg when he 
was a major in the 
Egyptian army in 1981 
(see 1984)). He works 
first as a supply 
sergeant for a Green 
Beret unit, and then 
as an instructor at 
the John F. Kennedy 
Special Warfare 
School. Fort Bragg is 
no ordinary military 
base—one newspaper 
calls it the “US 
military’s top warfare 
planning center.” 
Mohamed will steal 
numerous top secret 
documents and pass 
them to al-Qaeda (see November 5, 1990). [SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, 
11/4/2001; RALEIGH NEWS AND OBSERVER, 11/13/2001] Mohamed trains and lectures 
soldiers being deployed to the Middle East on the region’s culture 
and politics. He also produces and appears in training videotapes 
about the Middle East. In one tape, he asserts that devout Muslims 

Ali Mohamed, in one of the US military videos he 

helped create. In the lower picture, he is in the center, 

chairing a discussion on the Middle East with other US 

army officers. [Source: US Army via CNN] 
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are widely misunderstood. “The term of fundamentalism scares 
people in the West. Everybody when he hears fundamentalist, he 
thinks about armed struggle. He thinks about radicals. He thinks 
about groups that are carrying weapons. The word fundamentalism 
does not mean extremism. It means just that ordinary Muslims 
accept everything—that this is my way.” One of his supervisors is 
Col. Norvell De Atkine, who later will say of Mohamed, “I don’t think 
he was anti-American. He was what I would call a Muslim 
fundamentalist, which isn’t a bomb thrower. I would not put him in 
that category.” [NEW YORK TIMES, 10/30/1998] De Atkine is an expert on the 
Middle East and on the political aspects of military operations. In 
one of his articles he will praise the propaganda preparation for the 
Gulf War. [AMERICAN DIPLOMACY, 1999] De Atkine will also contribute articles 
to Middle East Forum, an aggressively neoconservative and pro-
Israeli journal edited by Daniel Pipes. One of these, a denunciation 
of leftist and Arab influences in academia, will be written together 
with Pipes. [ACADEMIC QUESTIONS, 1995] 
Entity Tags: Norvell De Atkine, Ali Mohamed
Category Tags: Ali Mohamed

1986: ’Blind Sheikh’ Secretly Meets with Al Taqwa Bank 
Leader and Others

��

Ahmed Ben Bella, a former president of Algeria, reportedly holds a 
secret meeting at his Switzerland home attended by “major figures 
in some of the world’s most violent groups.” People attending the 
meeting include the Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman (known as the 
“Blind Sheikh”); Youssef Nada, head of the Al Taqwa Bank and a 
major Muslim Brotherhood figure; and Sayyed Mohammad Hussein 
Fadlallah, a leading Lebanese Shi’ite Muslim scholar. US government 
sources believe Ben Bella, who is allegedly linked to violent 
Sudanese and Libyan groups, called the meeting to discuss ways to 
spread Muslim fundamentalism into the West. [BUFFALO NEWS, 7/6/1993] 
Shortly after 9/11, a document called “The Project” written in 1982 
will be found in Nada’s house. It outlines a secret Muslim 
Brotherhood plan to infiltrate and defeat Western countries (see 
December 1982). 
Entity Tags: Youssef Nada, Muslim Brotherhood, Omar Abdul-Rahman, Ahmed 
Ben Bella, Al Taqwa Bank, Sayyed Mohammad Hussein Fadlallah
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing, Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman, Terrorism 
Financing, Al Taqwa Bank

1986-1992: CIA and British Recruit and Train Militants 
Worldwide to Help Fight Afghan War

��

Following an agreement between the CIA and 
Pakistan’s ISI to make more use of Arabs in the 
Soviet-Afghan War, recruitment of potential 
fighters increases significantly. The agreement 
was a result of CIA dissatisfaction at infighting 
between indigenous Afghan rebels (see 1985-
1986). According to Australian journalist John 
Pilger, in this year, “CIA Director William 
Casey [gives] his backing to a plan put forward 
by Pakistan’s intelligence agency, the ISI, to 
recruit people from around the world to join 
the Afghan jihad. More than 100,000 Islamic 
militants [are] trained in Pakistan between 

1986 and 1992, in camps overseen by the CIA and [the British 
intelligence agency] MI6, with the [British special forces unit] SAS 
training future al-Qaeda and Taliban fighters in bomb-making and 

William Casey 

[Source: CIA] 
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other black arts. Their leaders [are] trained at a CIA camp in 
Virginia.” [GUARDIAN, 9/20/2003] Eventually, around 35,000 Muslim radicals 
from 43 Islamic countries will fight with the Afghan mujaheddin. 
Tens of thousands more will study in the hundreds of new madrassas 
(Islamic schools) funded by the ISI and CIA in Pakistan. Their main 
logistical base is in the Pakistani city of Peshawar. [WASHINGTON POST, 

7/19/1992; PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE, 9/23/2001] Ironically, although many are 
trained, it seems only a small percentage actually take part fight in 
serious fighting in Afghanistan, so their impact on the war is small. 
[NEW YORKER, 9/9/2002] Richard Murphy, assistant secretary of state for 
Near East and South Asian relations during the Reagan 
administration, will later say, “We did spawn a monster in 
Afghanistan. Once the Soviets were gone [the people trained and/or 
funded by the US] were looking around for other targets, and Osama 
bin Laden has settled on the United States as the source of all evil. 
Irony? Irony is all over the place.” [ASSOCIATED PRESS, 8/23/1998] In the late 
1980s, Pakistani President Benazir Bhutto, feeling the mujaheddin 
network has grown too strong, tells President George H. W. Bush, 
“You are creating a Frankenstein.” However, the warning goes 
unheeded. [NEWSWEEK, 10/1/2001] By 1993, President Bhutto tells Egyptian 
President Hosni Mubarak that Peshawar is under de facto control of 
the mujaheddin, and unsuccessfully asks for military help in 
reasserting Pakistani control over the city. Thousands of mujaheddin 
fighters return to their home countries after the war is over and 
engage in multiple acts of violence. One Western diplomat notes 
these thousands would never have been trained or united without US 
help, and says, “The consequences for all of us are 
astronomical.” [ATLANTIC MONTHLY, 5/1996] 
Entity Tags: Benazir Bhutto, UK Secret Intelligence Service, Richard W. 
Murphy, Central Intelligence Agency, William Casey, John Pilger
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Ali Mohamed, Pakistan and the ISI

Between 1986-1989: Ali Mohamed Resumes Contact with 
CIA

��

At some point during Ali Mohamed’s US 
military service, possibly towards the 
end of his service, he expresses a great 
interest in being used as an 
intelligence operative, and asks his 
military superiors to be introduced to a 
CIA representative. The request is 
granted. the CIA representative who 
meets him appears to have no 
knowledge of the CIA’s previous 
contact with him (see 1984; September 
1985). The outcome of this meeting is 
unknown. However, after he leaves the 
military and moves to Santa Clara, 

California, his new friends and neighbors take it for granted that 
Mohamed is helping the CIA support the mujaheddin fighting the 
Soviets in Afghanistan. He doesn’t tell them that he is working for 
the CIA, but does say that he worked for the CIA before, and hopes 
to work for them again. A neighbor who knew Mohamed and his wife 
well will say, “Everyone in the community knew he was working as a 
liaison between the CIA and the Afghan cause, and everyone was 
sympathetic.” [NEW YORK TIMES, 12/1/1998; WALL STREET JOURNAL, 11/26/2001] 

Ali Mohamed’s house in Santa 

Clara, California. [Source: Peter 

Lance] 

Entity Tags: Central Intelligence Agency, Ali Mohamed
Category Tags: Ali Mohamed

1986-1987: US Helps Afghan Allies Launch Attacks Into 

��
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Soviet Union

In 1986, the CIA, MI6 (Britain’s intelligence agency), and the 
Pakistani ISI agree to launch guerrilla attacks from Afghanistan into 
then Soviet-controlled Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, attacking military 
installations, factories, and storage depots within Soviet territory. 
Some Afghans have been trained for this purpose since 1985 (see 
March 1985). The task is given to Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, an Afghan 
warlord closely linked to the ISI. In March 1987, small units cross 
from bases in northern Afghanistan into Tajikistan and launched 
their first rocket attacks against villages there. These secret attacks 
are strongly backed by CIA Director William Casey and apparently 
they come to an end when he dies later in 1987. [WASHINGTON POST, 

7/19/1992; PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE, 9/23/2001] 
Entity Tags: William Casey, UK Secret Intelligence Service, Gulbuddin 
Hekmatyar, Pakistan Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence, Central 
Intelligence Agency
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

1986-1993: CIA and Bin Laden Both Closely Tied to 
Recruiting and Fund-raising Office for Afghanistan

��

By the mid-1980s, Osama bin Laden and his 
mentor Abdullah Azzam jointly founded a 
charity front based in Pakistan which is called 
Maktab al-Khidamat (MAK) (which means 
“services office”) and is also known as Al-Kifah 
(which means “struggle”) (see 1984). Branches 
start to open in the US; the first one 
apparently opens in Tucson, Arizona, where 
al-Qaeda has a sleeper cell. But around 1986, 
Khaled Abu el-Dahab, the right hand man of 
double agent Ali Mohamed, informally founds 
the branch in Brooklyn, New York, and it soon 
becomes the most important US branch. [NEW 

YORK TIMES, 10/22/1998; BURR AND COLLINS, 2006, PP. 269-270] On December 29, 1987, 
three men, Mustafa Shalabi, Fawaz Damra, and Ali Shinawy, formally 
file papers incorporating Al-Kifah, which is called the Al-Kifah 
Refugee Center. At first, it is located inside the Al Farouq mosque, 
which is led by Damra. But eventually it will get it own office space 
next to the mosque. Shalabi, a naturalized citizen from Egypt, runs 
the office with two assistants: Mahmud Abouhalima, who will later 
be convicted for a role in bombing the WTC in 1993 (see February 
26, 1993), and El Sayyid Nosair, who will assassinate a Jewish leader 
in New York in 1990 (see November 5, 1990). [NEW YORK TIMES, 4/11/1993; 

NEWSWEEK, 10/1/2001; CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER, 11/4/2001] Jamal al-Fadl, a founding 
member of al-Qaeda and future FBI informant (see June 1996), also 
works at the Al-Kifah Refugee Center in its early days. [MILLER, STONE, 
AND MITCHELL, 2002, PP. 155] The Brooklyn office recruits Arab immigrants 
and Arab-Americans to go fight in Afghanistan, even after the 
Soviets withdraw in early 1989. As many as 200 are sent there from 
the office. Before they go, the office arranges training in the use of 
rifles, assault weapons, and handguns, and then helps them with 
visas, plane tickets, and contacts. They are generally sent to the 
MAK/Al-Kifah office in Peshawar, Pakistan, and then connected to 
either the radical Afghan faction led by Abdul Rasul Sayyaf or the 
equally radical one led by Gulbuddin Hekmatyar. [NEW YORK TIMES, 

4/11/1993] The CIA has some murky connection to Al-Kifah that has yet 
to be fully explained. Newsweek will later say the Brooklyn office 
“doubled as a recruiting post for the CIA seeking to steer fresh 
troops to the mujaheddin” fighting in Afghanistan. At the same 
time, the Brooklyn office is where “veterans of [Afghan war arrived] 
in the United States—many with passports arranged by the 

Fawaz Damra. 

[Source: Associated 

Press] 
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CIA.” [NEWSWEEK, 10/1/2001] The New Yorker will later comment that the 
Brooklyn office was a refuge for ex- and future mujaheddin, “But 
the highlight for the center’s regulars were the inspirational jihad 
lecture series, featuring CIA-sponsored speakers.… One week on 
Atlantic Avenue, it might be a CIA-trained Afghan rebel traveling on 
a CIA-issued visa; the next, it might be a clean-cut Arabic-speaking 
Green Beret, who would lecture about the importance of being part 
of the mujaheddin, or ‘warriors of the Lord.’ The more popular 
lectures were held upstairs in the roomier Al-Farouq Mosque; such 
was the case in 1990 when Sheikh [Omar] Abdul-Rahman, traveling 
on a CIA-supported visa, came to town.” One frequent instructor is 
double agent Ali Mohamed, who is in the US Special Forces at the 
time (see 1987-1989). Bin Laden’s mentor Azzam frequently visits 
and lectures in the area. In 1988, he tells “a rapt crowd of several 
hundred in Jersey City, ‘Blood and martyrdom are the only way to 
create a Muslim society… However, humanity won’t allow us to 
achieve this objective, because all humanity is the enemy of every 
Muslim.’” [NEW YORKER, 3/17/1995] Ayman Al-Zawahiri, future Al-Qaeda 
second-in-command, makes a recruiting trip to the office in 1989 
(see Spring 1993). [NEW YORKER, 9/9/2002] The Brooklyn office also raises a 
considerable amount of money for MAK/Al-Kifah back in Pakistan. 
The Independent will later call the office “a place of pivotal 
importance to Operation Cyclone, the American effort to support 
the mujaheddin. The Al-Kifah [Refugee Center was] raising funds 
and, crucially, providing recruits for the struggle, with active 
American assistance.” [INDEPENDENT, 11/1/1998] Abdul-Rahman, better 
known as the “Blind Sheikh,” is closely linked to bin Laden. In 1990, 
he moves to New York on another CIA-supported visa (see July 1990) 
and soon dominates the Al-Kifah Refugee Center. Shalabi has a 
falling out with him over how to spend the money they raise and he 
is killed in mysterious circumstances in early 1991, completing 
Abdul-Rahman’s take over. Now, both the Brooklyn and Pakistan 
ends of the Al-Kifah/MAK network are firmly controlled by bin Laden 
and his close associates. In 1998, the US government will say that al-
Qaeda’s “connection to the United States evolved from the Al-Kifah 
Refugee Center.” Yet there is no sign that the CIA stops its 
relationship with the Brooklyn office before it closes down shortly 
after the 1993 WTC bombing. [NEW YORK TIMES, 10/22/1998] 
Entity Tags: Khaled Abu el-Dahab, Jamal al-Fadl, Mahmud Abouhalima, 
Mustafa Shalabi, Omar Abdul-Rahman, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, Maktab al-
Khidamat, Fawaz Damra, Ali Mohamed, Central Intelligence Agency, Abdul 
Rasul Sayyaf, Abdullah Azzam, Al Farouq Mosque, Al-Kifah Refugee Center, 
Osama bin Laden, El Sayyid Nosair, Ayman al-Zawahiri, Ali Shinawy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Counterterrorism Before 9/11, Sheikh 
Omar Abdul-Rahman, Terrorism Financing, Al-Kifah/MAK

(1985 or After): Islamic Jihad Receives CIA Money for 
Afghan Effort

��

Islamic Jihad, headed by future al-
Qaeda deputy leader Ayman al-
Zawahiri from around 1987, receives 
some of the money the CIA spends on 
helping radical Islamist fighters 
against the Soviet Union in 
Afghanistan. It is unclear whether the 
money is paid to the group directly or 
through an intermediary, or how 
much money the group receives from 
the CIA. [GUARDIAN, 1/17/1999] 

Ayman al-Zawahiri (shorter) and 

Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan in 
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the 1980s. [Source: History 

Channel] 

Entity Tags: Ayman al-Zawahiri, Islamic Jihad, Central Intelligence Agency
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Ayman Al-Zawahiri

1986-October 1999: New Jersey Firm Investors List Is 
‘Who’s Who of Designated Terrorists’

��

BMI Inc., a real estate investment firm based 
in Secaucus, New Jersey, is formed in 1986. 
Former counterterrorism “tsar” Richard 
Clarke will state in 2003, “While BMI [has] 
held itself out publicly as a financial services 
provider for Muslims in the United States, its 
investor list suggests the possibility this 
facade was just a cover to conceal terrorist 
support. BMI’s investor list reads like a who’s 
who of designated terrorists and Islamic 
extremists.” Investors in BMI include: [US 
CONGRESS, 10/22/2003]  
 Soliman Biheiri. He is the head of BMI for the 
duration of the company’s existence. US 
prosecutors will later call him the US banker 
for the Muslim Brotherhood, a banned 

Egyptian militant group. Biheiri’s computer will eventually be 
searched and found to have contact information for Ghaleb Himmat 
and Youssef Nada, leaders of the Al Taqwa Bank, which is founded 
two years after BMI (see 1988). After 9/11, the US and UN will 
designate both Himmat and Nada and the Al Taqwa Bank as terrorist 
financiers, and the bank will be shut down (see November 7, 2001). 
US prosecutors say there are other ties between BMI and Al Taqwa, 
including financial transactions. Biheiri also has close ties with 
Yousuf Abdullah Al-Qaradawi. Qaradawi is said to be a high-ranking 
member of the Muslim Brotherhood, a shareholder in Al Taqwa, and 
has made statements supporting suicide bombings against Israel. In 
2003, US investigators will accuse Biheiri of ties to terrorist 
financing. He will be convicted of immigration violations and lying to 
a federal agent (see June 15, 2003). [WALL STREET JOURNAL, 9/15/2003; FORWARD, 

10/17/2003] Biheiri will be convicted of immigration fraud in 2003 and 
then convicted of lying to federal investigators in 2004 (see June 15, 
2003).  
 Abdullah Awad bin Laden, a nephew of Osama bin Laden. He 
invests about a half-million dollars in BMI real estate ventures, 
earning a profit of $70,000. For most of the 1990s he runs the US 
branch of a Saudi charity called World Assembly of Muslim Youth 
(WAMY). He is investigated by the FBI in 1996 (see February-
September 11, 1996), and WAMY will be raided by US agents in 2004 
(see June 1, 2004). The raid is apparently part of a larger 
investigation into terrorism financing. In 2001, at least two of the 
9/11 hijackers will live three blocks away from the WAMY office (see 
March 2001). [WALL STREET JOURNAL, 9/15/2003; WASHINGTON POST, 4/19/2004]  
 Nur and Iman bin Laden, two female relatives of Osama bin Laden. 
Abdullah Awad bin Laden will invest some of their money in a BMI 
real estate project. While their bin Laden family ties are intriguing, 
neither have been accused of any knowing connections to terrorist 
financing. [WASHINGTON POST, 4/19/2004]  
 Mousa Abu Marzouk. He has identified himself as a top leader of 
Hamas. The US declares him a terrorist in 1995 (see July 5, 1995-
May 1997). BMI makes at least two transactions with Marzouk after 
he is declared a terrorist. [WALL STREET JOURNAL, 9/15/2003]  
 Yassin al-Qadi, a Saudi multimillionaire. His lawyers will later 

Soliman Biheiri. 

[Source: US 

Immigrations and 

Customs] 
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claim he has no terrorism ties and had only a passing involvement 
with BMI and liquidated his investment in it in 1996. However, 
another company operating from the same office as BMI is called 
Kadi International Inc. and lists its president as al-Qadi. Al-Qadi is 
also a major investor in the suspect computer company Ptech (see 
1994; 1999-After October 12, 2001). Al-Qadi and BMI head Biheiri 
have financial dealings with Yaqub Mirza, a Pakistani who manages a 
group of Islamic charities in Virginia known as the SAAR network (see 
July 29, 1983). These charities will be raided in March 2002 on 
suspicions of terrorism ties (see March 20, 2002). Shortly after 9/11, 
the US will officially declare al-Qadi a terrorist financier (see 
October 12, 2001). [WALL STREET JOURNAL, 9/15/2003]  
 Saleh Kamel. BMI allegedly receives a $500,000 investment from 
the Dallah Al-Baraka banking conglomerate, which is headed by 
Kamel. For many years before 9/11, Omar al-Bayoumi, an associate 
of 9/11 hijackers Khalid Almihdhar and Nawaf Alhazmi, will receive 
a salary from Dallah, despite apparently doing no work. Some will 
accuse al-Bayoumi of involvement in funding the 9/11 plot, but that 
remains to been proven (see August 1994-July 2001). Kamel 
reportedly founded a Sudanese Islamic bank which housed accounts 
for senior al-Qaeda operatives. He is a multi-billionaire heavily 
involved in promoting Islam, and his name appears on the Golden 
Chain, a list of early al-Qaeda supporters (see 1988-1989). He denies 
supporting terrorism. [US CONGRESS, 10/22/2003; WALL STREET JOURNAL, 6/21/2004]  
 The Kuwait Finance House. According to Clarke, this organization is 
alleged to be a BMI investor and the “financial arm of the Muslim 
Brotherhood in Kuwait. Several al-Qaeda operatives have allegedly 
been associated with the Kuwaiti Muslim Brotherhood, including 
Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, Suliman abu Ghaith, Wadih El-Hage, and 
Ramzi Yousef.” In 2003, an apparent successor entity to the Kuwait 
Finance House will be designated as a terrorist entity by the US. A 
lawyer for the Kuwait Finance House will later say the bank has 
never let its accounts be used for terrorism. [WALL STREET JOURNAL, 

9/15/2003; US CONGRESS, 10/22/2003; WALL STREET JOURNAL, 4/20/2005]  
 Tarek Swaidan. He is a Kuwaiti, an associate of al-Qadi, and a 
leading member of the Kuwaiti branch of the Muslim Brotherhood. It 
is unknown if he has made any denials about his alleged 
associations. [WALL STREET JOURNAL, 9/15/2003]  
 Abdurahman Alamoudi. For many years he runs the American 
Muslim Council, a lobby group founded by a top Muslim Brotherhood 
figure. US prosecutors say he also is in the Brotherhood, and has 
alleged ties to Hamas. In 2004, the US will sentence him to 23 years 
in prison for illegal dealings with Libya (see October 15, 2004). [WALL 

STREET JOURNAL, 6/21/2004; WASHINGTON POST, 10/16/2004]  
 The International Islamic Relief Organization (IIRO) and the Muslim 
World League, closely connected Saudi charities suspected of 
financing terrorism. They give BMI $3.7 million out of a $10 million 
endowment from unknown Saudi donors. The Financial Times will 
later note, “While it is not clear whether that money came from the 
Saudi government, [a 2003] affidavit quotes a CIA report that says 
the Muslim World League ‘is largely financed by the government of 
Saudi Arabia.’” Both organizations consistently deny any support of 
terrorism financing, but in early 2006 it will be reported that US 
officials continue to suspect them of such support (see January 15, 
2006). [FINANCIAL TIMES, 8/21/2003] In 1992, a branch of the IIRO gives $2.1 
million to BMI Inc. to invest in real estate. The money disappears 
from BMI’s books. In October 1999, BMI goes defunct after it is 
unable to repay this money to the IIRO branch. The IIRO branch 
gives BMI the rest of the $3.7 million between 1992 and 1998. BMI 
will use the money to buy real estate (see 1992). Eventually, some 
of this money will be given to Hamas operatives in the West Bank 
and spent on violent actions against Israel. This will eventually lead 
to legal action in the US and a seizure of some of the money. [WALL 
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STREET JOURNAL, 11/26/2002; WASHINGTON POST, 8/20/2003; WASHINGTON TIMES, 3/26/2004; 

WASHINGTON POST, 4/19/2004] By 1992, BMI has projected revenues in excess 
of $25 million, based largely on their real estate investments in the 
US. [US CONGRESS, 10/22/2003] In early 1999, months before BMI goes 
defunct, the FBI hears evidence potentially tying BMI to the 1998 US 
embassy bombings (see August 7, 1998), but an investigation into 
this will not be pursued (see Early 1999). It should be noted that BMI 
had many investors, and presumably most BMI investors would have 
had no suspicions that their money might be used to fund terrorism 
or other types of violence. 
Entity Tags: Iman bin Laden, International Islamic Relief Organization, 
Muslim World League, Kuwait Finance House, Nur bin Laden, Mousa Abu 
Marzouk, Abdurahman Alamoudi, Richard A. Clarke, Soliman Biheiri, 
Abdullah Awad bin Laden, Yousuf Abdullah Al-Qaradawi, Tarek Swaidan, 
Yassin al-Qadi, Saleh Abdullah Kamel
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Robert Wright and Vulgar Betrayal, Terrorism Financing, Bin 
Laden Family, BMI and Ptech

1986-March 20, 2002: Bin Laden and Chechen Rebel 
Leader Have Ongoing Relationship

��

Osama bin Laden and Chechen rebel 
leader Ibn Khattab are, as a CIA 
officer puts it, “intricately tied 
together” in a number of ways. Their 
relationship apparently begins in the 
mid-1980s, when Ibn Khattab goes to 
fight in Chechnya, and ends in March 
2002 with his death. [BBC, 4/26/2002; 
INDEPENDENT, 5/1/2002; WASHINGTON POST, 
4/26/2003; US DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN 
DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, ALEXANDRIA DIVISION, 7/31/2006�

]  
 They share fundraising and 
recruiting networks. For example, a 

Florida cell of radical Sunnis that is monitored by the FBI starting in 
1993 is involved with both organizations (see (October 1993-
November 2001)). Radical London imam Abu Qatada raises money 
for jihad in Chechnya (see February 2001) and is a key figure in al-
Qaeda-related terrorism who is in communication with al-Qaeda 
logistics manager Abu Zubaida. [BBC, 3/23/2004; NASIRI, 2006, PP. 273] The 
Finsbury Park mosque of fellow London imam Abu Hamza al-Masri is 
used as a conduit for funds for both jihad in Chechnya and bin 
Laden’s Darunta camp in Afghanistan (see March 1999 and March 
2000-February 2001);  
 Bin Laden sends hundreds of fighters to help the Chechen cause, 
and this is publicly revealed no later than August 2000 (see May 
2000);  
 The two leaders debate strategy; [TERRORISM MONITOR, 2006] and  
 Ibn Khattab establishes camps for trainees sent to him by bin 
Laden, and the US is aware of this no later than October 1998 (see 
October 16, 1998).  
Despite bin Laden’s contribution to the Chechen effort, he does not 
have control of operations there. [TERRORISM MONITOR, 2006] 

Chechen rebel leader Ibn Khattab 

[Source: Associated Press] 

Entity Tags: Islamic International Peacekeeping Brigade, Osama bin Laden, 
Ibn Khattab
Category Tags: Osama Bin Laden

(Mid-1986): Report Rates Vulnerability of Public Areas of 
WTC to Terrorist Attack as ‘Very High’

��
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Following the release of the Office of Special Planning’s (OSP) 
report, which called the WTC a “most attractive terrorist 
target” (see November 1985), the New York Port Authority, which 
owns the center, seeks a second opinion on the OSP’s 
recommendations. At a cost of approximately $100,000, it hires the 
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) to review the 
general security of the WTC. SAIC states in its report that the 
attractiveness of the WTC’s public areas to terrorists is “very high.” 
Like the OSP, SAIC pays particular attention to the underground 
levels of the center and describes a possible attack scenario much 
like what occurs in the 1993 bombing. [CARAM, 2001, PP. 105-106; NEW YORK 

COUNTY SUPREME COURT, 1/20/2004] 
Entity Tags: World Trade Center, Science Applications International 
Corporation (SAIC), New York Port Authority
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing

September 1986: CIA Provides Afghan Rebels Stinger 
Missiles

��

Worried that the Soviets are 
winning the war in 
Afghanistan, the US decides to 
train and arm the mujaheddin 
with Stinger missiles. The 
Soviets are forced to stop 
using the attack helicopters 
that were being used to 
devastating effect. Some 
claim the Stingers turn the 
tide of the war and lead 
directly to Soviet withdrawal. 
Now the mujaheddin are 

better trained and armed than ever before. [COLL, 2004, PP. 11, 149-51; 
CLARKE, 2004, PP. 48-50] 

Mujaheddin preparing to fire a stinger 

missile. [Source: National Geographic] 

Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

December 15, 1986-1989: ’Blind Sheikh’ Obtains First US 
Visas with Help from CIA

��

Radical Muslim leader Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman obtains his first 
US visa via the CIA. A State Department official will later discover 
this was the first of six US visas given to him between 1986 and 
1990. All are approved by CIA agents acting as consular officers at 
US embassies in Sudan and Egypt. “The CIA officers claimed they 
didn’t know the sheikh was one of the most notorious political 
figures in the Middle East and a militant on the State Department’s 
list of undesirables.” But one top New York investigator will later 
say, “Left with the choice between pleading stupidity or else 
admitting deceit, the CIA went with stupidity.” [BOSTON GLOBE, 2/3/1995; 
NEW YORKER, 3/17/1995] Abdul-Rahman uses the visas to attend 
conferences of Islamic students in the US. Then he visits Pakistan, 
where he preaches at Peshawar, visits the Saudi embassy in 
Islamabad, and is “lionized at receptions heavily attended by 
Americans.” He plays a prominent role in recruiting mujaheddin 
fighters to fight against the Soviets in Afghanistan. [KEPEL, 2002, PP. 300] 
In 1989, Abdul-Rahman is arrested in Egypt and held under very 
closely guarded house arrest, but he manages to escape one year 
later, possibly by being smuggled out of his house in a washing 
machine. The CIA gives him another US visa and he moves to the US 
(see July 1990). [NEW YORK TIMES, 1/8/1995] 
Entity Tags: Omar Abdul-Rahman, Central Intelligence Agency
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Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman

1987: Office of Special Planning Closes Down

��

The New York Port Authority’s Office of Special Planning (OSP) is 
closed down. It had been established in 1984 (see Early 1984) to 
evaluate and address the vulnerabilities of Port Authority facilities, 
including the World Trade Center, to terrorist attacks. [VILLAGE VOICE, 
1/5/2000; NEW YORK COUNTY SUPREME COURT, 1/20/2004] The reasons for the closure 
are unknown. However, Peter Goldmark, who’d created the OSP, 
had resigned as executive director of the Port Authority in 1985 to 
take a new job. [GLANZ AND LIPTON, 2004, PP. 226-228] So the absence of his 
support for the office may have been a factor. 
Entity Tags: Office of Special Planning
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing

1987: Hamas Forms with the Support of Israeli Intelligence

��

Sheikh Ahmed Yassin forms Hamas as the military arm of his Islamic 
Association, which had been licensed by Israel ten years earlier (see 
1973-1978). According to Charles Freeman, a former US ambassador 
to Saudi Arabia, “Israel started Hamas. It was a project of Shin Bet, 
which had a feeling that they could use it to hem in the 
PLO.” [COUNTERPUNCH, 1/18/2003; DREYFUSS, 2005, PP. 191, 208] Anthony Cordesman, 
a Middle East analyst for the Center for Strategic Studies, states 
that Israel “aided Hamas directly—the Israelis wanted to use it as a 
counterbalance to the PLO.” A former senior CIA official speaking to 
UPI describes Israel’s support for Hamas as “a direct attempt to 
divide and dilute support for a strong, secular PLO by using a 
competing religious alternative.” Further, according to an unnamed 
US government official, “the thinking on the part of some of the 
right-wing Israeli establishment was that Hamas and the other 
groups, if they gained control, would refuse to have anything to do 
with the peace process and would torpedo any agreements put in 
place.” Larry Johnson, a counter-terrorism official at the State 
Department, states: “The Israelis are their own worst enemies when 
it comes to fighting terrorism. They are like a guy who sets fire to 
his hair and then tries to put it out by hitting it with a hammer. 
They do more to incite and sustain terrorism than curb it.” [UNITED 
PRESS INTERNATIONAL, 2/24/2001 SOURCES: LARRY C. JOHNSON, UNNAMED FORMER CIA OFFICIAL] 
Entity Tags: Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, Israel, Bin Laden Family
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy, 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Terrorism Financing

Late 1980s: Bin Laden, CIA, and ISI Train Core of Future 
Philippines Militant Group

��

The core of the future Philippine militant group Abu Sayyaf fights 
with bin Laden in Afghanistan and its training there is paid for by 
the CIA and Pakistani ISI. In 1986, the CIA agreed to support an ISI 
program of recruiting radical Muslims from other countries, 
including the Philippines, to fight in the Afghan war (see 1985-1986). 
By one estimate, initially between 300 and 500 radical Muslims from 
the southern Philippines go to Afghanistan to fight. [STRATEGIC STUDIES 
INSTITUTE OF THE US ARMY WAR COLLEGE, 9/1/2005� ] In 1987 or 1988, bin Laden 
dispatches his brother-in-law Mohammed Jamal Khalifa to the 
Philippines to find more recruits willing to go to Afghanistan. It is 
estimated he finds about 1,000 recruits. One of them is Abdurajak 
Janjalani, who emerges as the leader of these recruits in 
Afghanistan. When the Afghan war ends in 1989 most of them will 
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return to the Philippines and form the Abu Sayyaf group, still led by 
Janjalani (see Early 1991). [CONTEMPORARY SOUTHEAST ASIA, 12/1/2002; MANILA TIMES, 
2/1/2007] Journalist John Cooley will write in a book first published in 
1999 that Abu Sayyaf will become “the most violent and radical 
Islamist group in the Far East, using its CIA and ISI training to harass, 
attack, and murder Christian priests, wealthy non-Muslim 
plantation-owners, and merchants and local government in the 
southern Philippine island of Mindanao.” [COOLEY, 2002, PP. 63] After 
having read Cooley’s book and gathering information from other 
sources, Senator Aquilino Pimentel, President of the Philippine 
Senate, will say in a 2000 speech that the “CIA has sired a monster” 
because it helped train this core of the Abu Sayyaf. [SENATOR AQUILINO Q. 
PIMENTEL WEBSITE, 7/31/2000] 
Entity Tags: Osama bin Laden, Abu Sayyaf, Aquilino Pimentel, Central 
Intelligence Agency, Mohammed Jamal Khalifa, Abdurajak Janjalani, 
Pakistan Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence
Category Tags: Mohammed Jamal Khalifa, Pakistan and the ISI, Philippine 
Militant Collusion

1987: Pakistan Secretly Builds Nuclear Weapon

��

Pakistan successfully builds a nuclear weapon around this year. The 
bomb is built largely thanks to the illegal network run by A. Q. Khan. 
Pakistan will not actually publicly announce this or test the bomb 
until 1998 (see May 28, 1998), partly because of a 1985 US law 
imposing sanctions on Pakistan if it were to develop nuclear 
weapons (see 1985-1990). [HERSH, 2004, PP. 291] 
Entity Tags: Abdul Qadeer Khan, Pakistan
Category Tags: Pakistan and the ISI

1987-1989: Ali Mohamed Meets with Islamic Militants 
Regularly While Instructor at US Base

��

Ali Mohamed, 
while still an 
instructor at 
Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina 
(see 1986), 
frequently 
spends his 
weekends 
traveling to 
meet with 
Islamic 
activists at the 
Al-Kifah 
Refugee 
Center in 
Brooklyn. 

[MILLER, STONE, AND MITCHELL, 2002, PP. 143-144] This center is the Brooklyn 
branch office of Maktab al-Khidamat (MAK)/Al-Kifah, which is a 
charity front in Pakistan closely tied to bin Laden and his mentor 
Abdullah Azzam. It also has ties to the CIA (see 1986-1993). 
Mohamed teaches the Islamic activists survival techniques, map 
reading and how to recognize tanks and other Soviet weapons. He 
frequently stays at the home of El-Sayyid Nosair (see November 5, 
1990). In July 1989, the FBI monitors him teaching Nosair and some 
of the future members of the 1993 World Trade Center bomb plot 
how to shoot weapons (see July 1989). Towards the end of this 
period he informs his superiors that he has renewed his association 
with Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman. [NEW YORK TIMES, 12/1/1998; MILLER, STONE, AND 

MITCHELL, 2002, PP. 143-144] Mohamed will move to Brooklyn in May 1990 

The al-Kifah Refugee Center shared the same building as the 

Al-Farooq Mosque. [Source: National Geographic] (click image 

to enlarge) 
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while also keeping a residence in Santa Clara, California. His 
connections to the Islamist network develop rapidly from this point 
on. [NEW YORK TIMES, 12/1/1998; MILLER, STONE, AND MITCHELL, 2002, PP. 144] 
Entity Tags: Omar Abdul-Rahman, Ali Mohamed, Al-Kifah Refugee Center, El 
Sayyid Nosair, Afghan Refugee Services Inc., Al Farouq Mosque, Maktab al-
Khidamat
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Ali Mohamed, Sheikh Omar Abdul-
Rahman, Al-Kifah/MAK

1987-1998: California Al-Qaeda Cell Serves as Vital 
Communications Hub

��

In the mid-1980’s, Khaled Abu el-Dahab, an 
Egyptian medical student, joins the militant group 
Islamic Jihad, and also meets Ali Mohamed. 
Mohamed convinces el-Dahab to move to the US 
and become a sleeper cell agent. El-Dahab does so 
in 1987, moving to Santa Clara, California, where 
Mohamed has a residence. El-Dahab marries an 
American woman, becomes a US citizen, and gets a 
job at a computer company. In 1987, a female 
acquaintance of el-Dahab enters his apartment 
unannounced and finds several men there cleaning 
rifles. She decides it is something she does not 
want to know about, and breaks off contact with 
him. In 1990, Mohamed and el-Dahab travel 

together to Afghanistan. They are financially supported by a 
network of US sympathizers, including two Egyptian-American 
doctors. Beginning in 1990, El-Dahab’s apartment becomes an 
important communications hub for al-Qaeda and Islamic Jihad cells 
all over the world. For much of the 1990’s, the Egyptian government 
cut direct phone links to countries like Sudan, Yemen, Afghanistan 
or Pakistan in an effort to disrupt communications between radical 
militants. So Dahab acts as a telephone operator for the Islamic 
Jihad network, using a three-way calling feature to connect 
operatives in far-flung countries. He communicates with bin Laden’s 
base in Sudan (where bin Laden lives until 1996). He receives phone 
calls from the likes of Islamic Jihad leader Ayman al-Zawahiri, who 
also visits California twice (see Spring 1993; Late 1994 or 1995). He 
distributes forged documents and makes money transfers. He is 
trained to make booby-trapped letters, enrolls in a US flight school 
to learn how to fly gliders and helicopters, and recruits additional 
US sleeper agents (see Mid-1990s). He helps translate US army 
manuals and topographical maps into Arabic for al-Qaeda and 
Islamic Jihad training. El-Dahab will move to Egypt in 1998 and get 
arrested in October of that year. He will confess his role in all of 
this in an Egyptian trial in 1999. The Egyptian government will 
sentence him to 15 years in prison (see 1999). [NEW YORK TIMES, 10/23/2001; 

LONDON TIMES, 11/11/2001; SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, 11/21/2001; CHICAGO TRIBUNE, 12/11/2001]

Khaled Abu el-

Dahab. [Source: 

Egyptian 

government] 

Entity Tags: Al-Qaeda, Ali Mohamed, Osama bin Laden, Khaled Abu el-Dahab, 
Ayman al-Zawahiri, Islamic Jihad
Category Tags: Ayman Al-Zawahiri, Ali Mohamed, Ayman Al-Zawahiri

1987-1991: Khalifa Sets Up Al-Qaeda Fronts in Philippines

��

Mohammed Jamal Khalifa, bin Laden’s 
brother-in-law, moves to the Philippines and sets up numerous 
financial fronts to benefit al-Qaeda. Khalifa is not only one of bin 
Laden’s brothers-in-law, but he also says that during the 1980s, 
“Osama was my best friend. More than a brother….” [AUSTRALIAN, 
1/16/2003; CNN, 11/25/2004] In the mid-1980s, Khalifa was already a very 
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senior member of the Muslim 
Brotherhood in Lebanon and ran the 
Peshawar, Pakistan, office of the 
Muslim World League, where he was 
active in sending recruits to fight the 
Soviets in Afghanistan (see Late 
1980s). Sent to the Philippines by bin 
Laden in 1987 or 1988, he soon marries 
two Filipino women. He sets up more 
than a dozen businesses and charities, 
all of which appear to be fronts to 
fund the Abu Sayyaf and Moro Islamic 
Liberation Front (MILF) militant 
groups:  

 The Islamic Wisdom Worldwide Mission (IWWM), which will later be 
blamed for funneling bin Laden money to militants (see February 15, 
1999 and October 8-November 8, 2002).  
 The International Relations and Information Center (IRIC), which is 
later seen as the main funding vehicle for the Bojinka plot (see 
Spring 1995 and Spring 1995).  
 The Philippine branch of the International Islamic Relief 
Organization (IIRO), founded in September 1991. The IIRO does some 
charity work, but a Philippine cabinet official will later note that it 
“built up the good will of the community through charity and then 
turned segments of the population into agents.” The IIRO is a charity 
suspected of funding militant activities in numerous places around 
the world, but the US has been reluctant to prosecute it due to its 
direct links to the Saudi government (see January 1996 and October 
12, 2001). Khalifa is not only the first head of the IIRO’s Philippine 
branch, but also the IIRO’s regional director for all of Southeast 
Asia. The IIRO’s offices are often staffed by members of the Abu 
Sayyaf and MILF. For instance, one IIRO branch office director is also 
the Abu Sayyaf’s intelligence chief until he is killed in June 1994. 
[PHILIPPINE DAILY INQUIRER, 8/9/2000; CNN, 1/27/2002; CONTEMPORARY SOUTHEAST ASIA, 8/1/2003; 

STRATEGIC STUDIES INSTITUTE OF THE US ARMY WAR COLLEGE, 9/1/2005� ]  
It is estimated that as much as 70 percent of the money from these 
fronts are spent on militant groups. In one case, a charity that 
Khalifa claimed had built 30 orphanages had only built one. [NEWSWEEK 

INTERNATIONAL, 10/22/2001] The Philippines will investigate Khalifa and 
expel him from the country by late 1994 (see December 15, 1994 
and December 1, 1994). He apparently never returns. He will no 
longer be directly connected to these charities, but they will all 
continue operating despite widely reported terrorist ties (see 1995 
and After, February 15, 1999, August 9, 2000), and they will usually 
continue to be run by Khalifa’s close associates (see October 8-
November 8, 2002 and September 25, 2003). The US will finally 
officially declare the Philippine branch of the IIRO a terrorism 
financier in 2006 (see August 3, 2006). 

Mohammed Jamal Khalifa. 

Apparently this photo was taken 

in the Philippines. [Source: 

Asharq al-Awsat] 

Entity Tags: Muslim World League, Mohammed Jamal Khalifa, Islamic Wisdom 
Worldwide Mission, Muslim Brotherhood, International Islamic Relief 
Organization, International Relations and Information Center
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Bojinka Plot, Mohammed Jamal Khalifa, Philippine Militant 
Collusion, Saudi Arabia, Terrorism Financing, Bin Laden Family

1987-1991: KSM Works in Afghanistan for Warlord Most 
Favored by CIA

��

Khalid Shaikh Mohammed (KSM) fights and works in Afghanistan. 
KSM, a Pakistani who spent most of his childhood in Kuwait, went to 
college at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University 
in the US from 1983 to 1986. Then, in 1987, he goes to Afghanistan 
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to take part in the struggle against the Russians. Two of his brothers 
die in the fighting there. Another brother, Zahid Shaikh Mohammed, 
works for a prominent Islamic charity there and introduces KSM to 
Abdul Rasul Sayyaf, an Afghan warlord. KSM serves as Sayyaf’s 
secretary and helps recruit Arabs to fight in Afghanistan for Sayyaf’s 
faction. [PLAYBOY, 6/1/2005] At the time, the CIA and Saudi Arabia are 
spending billions of dollars funding warlords such as Sayyaf. The Los 
Angeles Times will later call Sayyaf “the favored recipient of money 
from the Saudi and American governments.” While in Afghanistan, 
KSM also gets to know bin Laden, Ayman al-Zawahiri, and many 
other future al-Qaeda leaders. [LOS ANGELES TIMES, 12/22/2002] 
Entity Tags: Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, Central Intelligence Agency, Zahid 
Shaikh Mohammed, Abdul Rasul Sayyaf
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Khalid Shaikh Mohammed

April 1987: Hamid Gul Becomes Head of ISI

��

Gen. Hamid Gul is made head of Pakistan’s ISI. [YOUSAF AND ADKIN, 1992, PP. 
91-92] General Gul is a favorite of CIA Station Chief Milt Bearden and 
US ambassador to Pakistan Arnie Raphel, who view him as an ally 
and a potential national leader of Pakistan. [BEARDEN AND RISEN, 2003, PP. 301] 
According to Bearden, however, he will later (sometime after 1990) 
turn against the US. [BEARDEN AND RISEN, 2003, PP. 358, 523-524] Evidence will 
later appear that in the late 1990s Gul is somehow able to give the 
Taliban advanced warning of US attempts to assassinate bin Laden 
with missile strikes (see July 1999). In 2004, allegations will appear 
in the US media that Gul was a key participant in the 9/11 plot 
and“bin Laden’s master planner”(see July 22, 2004). 
Entity Tags: Hamid Gul, Milt Bearden, Mark Adkin, Arnie Raphel, Pakistan 
Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI

September 1987-March 1989: Head US Consular Official 
Claims He’s Told to Issue Visas to Unqualified Applicants

��

Michael Springmann, head US consular official 
in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, later claims that 
during this period he is “repeatedly ordered… 
to issue [more than 100] visas to unqualified 
applicants.” He turns them down, but is 
repeatedly overruled by superiors. [BBC, 
11/6/2001; ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, 11/25/2001] In one case, 
two Pakistanis apply for visas to attend a 
trade show in the US, but they are unable to 
name the trade show or city in which it will 
be held. When Springman denies them a visa, 
he gets “an almost immediate call from a CIA 
case officer, hidden in the commercial section 
[of the consulate], that I should reverse 

myself and grant these guys a visa.” Springman refuses, but the 
decision is reversed by the chief of the consular section. Springman 
realizes that even the ambassador, Walter Cutler, is aware of the 
situation, which becomes “more brazen and blatant” as time goes 
on. On one occasion Springman is even told, “If you want a job in 
the State Department in future, you will change your mind.” [CBC 
RADIO ONE, 7/3/2002; TRENTO, 2005, PP. 344-6] Springmann loudly complains to 
numerous government offices, but no action is taken. He is fired and 
his files on these applicants are destroyed. He later learns that 
recruits from many countries fighting for bin Laden against Russia in 
Afghanistan were funneled through the Jeddah office to get visas to 
come to the US, where the recruits would travel to train for the 

Michael Springmann. 

[Source: Michael 

Springmann] 
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Afghan war. According to Springmann, the Jeddah consulate was run 
by the CIA and staffed almost entirely by intelligence agents. This 
visa system may have continued at least through 9/11, and 15 of the 
19 9/11 hijackers received their visas through Jeddah, possibly as 
part of this program. [BBC, 11/6/2001; ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, 11/25/2001; CBC RADIO 
ONE, 7/3/2002; ASSOCIATED PRESS, 7/17/2002� ; FOX NEWS, 7/18/2002] 
Entity Tags: US Consulate, Jedda, Saudi Arabia Office, Central Intelligence 
Agency, Michael Springmann
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Ali Mohamed

1988: Bin Ladens Bail Out George W. Bush?

��

Prior to this year, President 
George W. Bush is a failed 
oilman. Three times, friends 
and investors have bailed him 
out to keep his business from 
going bankrupt. However, in 
1988, the same year his father 
becomes president, some 
Saudis buy a portion of his small 
company, Harken, which has 
never performed work outside 
of Texas. Later in the year, 
Harken wins a contract in the 
Persian Gulf and starts doing 

well financially. These transactions seem so suspicious that the Wall 
Street Journal in 1991 states it “raises the question of… an effort to 
cozy up to a presidential son.” Two major investors in Bush’s 
company during this time are Salem bin Laden and Khalid bin 
Mahfouz. Salem bin Laden dies in a plane crash in Texas in 1988. 
[INTELLIGENCE NEWSLETTER, 3/2/2000; SALON, 11/19/2001] Salem bin Laden is Osama’s 
oldest brother; Khalid bin Mahfouz is a Saudi banker with a 20 
percent stake in BCCI. The bank will be shut down a few years later 
and bin Mahfouz will have to pay a $225 million fine (while 
admitting no wrongdoing) (see October 2001)). [FORBES, 3/18/2002] 

Bush during his Harken days. [Source: 

Lions Gate Films] 

Entity Tags: George W. Bush, Salem bin Laden, Khalid bin Mahfouz, Harken
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Saudi Arabia, Terrorism Financing, Bin Laden Family

1988: Ali Mohamed Fights in Afghanistan But Is Not 
Punished For It

��

Ali Mohamed, now an instructor at the John F. Kennedy Special 
Warfare School at Fort Bragg, North Carolina (see 1986), travels to 
Afghanistan to train mujaheddin. He tells friends that he plans to 
join the mujaheddin in Afghanistan and “kill Russians.” He informs 
supervisor Lt. Col. Steve Neely of his plans, who passes the 
information up the chain of command. Lt. Col. Robert Anderson, 
Mohamed’s commanding officer, also reports Mohamed’s suspicious 
activities to Fort Bragg officials and army intelligence, but gets no 
response. Mohamed takes one month of leave and goes to 
Afghanistan. No action is taken to prevent him from doing this. [NEW 

YORK TIMES, 12/1/1998; RALEIGH NEWS AND OBSERVER, 10/21/2001; MILLER, STONE, AND MITCHELL, 

2002, PP. 143] When he returns, he boasts of his combat exploits to his 
colleagues. Lt. Col. Anderson writes up a second report and again 
gets no response. Freelance fighting would be a serious breach of 
military rules, and the New York Times will later note that, “The 
capture or death of an American serviceman in Afghanistan would 
have been a major international embarrassment to the United 
States.” However, no disciplinary action is taken against him. This 
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leads Anderson to conclude that Mohamed’s activities are sponsored 
by a US intelligence agency. Anderson will state, “I think you or I 
would have a better chance of winning [the lottery], than an 
Egyptian major in the unit that assassinated [Egyptian President 
Anwar] Sadat would have getting a visa, getting to California… 
getting into the Army and getting assigned to a Special Forces unit. 
That just doesn’t happen.” He will add that it is equally unthinkable 
that an ordinary US soldier would go unpunished after fighting in a 
foreign war. [NEW YORK TIMES, 12/1/1998; SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, 11/4/2001] 
Mohamed is also stealing classified documents from the base; some 
of them will be discovered by US investigators in 1990 (see 
November 5, 1990). According to a US army spokesperson, an officer 
working with Mohammed “did have some suspicions about what he 
did, but nothing came as a result of it. It really depended on who 
you believed.” [ASSOCIATED PRESS, 12/31/2001] 
Entity Tags: Steve Neely, Ali Mohamed, Robert Anderson
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Ali Mohamed

1988: Al Taqwa Bank Founded; Tied to Nazi Supporters

��

Leaders of the Muslim 
Brotherhood found the Al 
Taqwa Bank. This bank will 
later be accused of being 
the largest financial 
supporter of al-Qaeda, 
Hamas, the GIA in Algeria, 
and other organizations 
officially designated by the 
US as groups that sponsor 
terrorism. For instance, 

the Treasury Department will later claim that $60 million in funding 
for Hamas will pass through Al Taqwa in 1997. The bank is mostly 
based on both sides of the border between Swizterland and Italy, 
but important branches are established in Liechtenstein and the 
Bahamas as offshore tax havens. [US DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, 8/29/2002] 
Newsweek will explain, “Al Taqwa, which means ‘Fear of God,’ was 
launched… by leaders of the Muslim Brotherhood, a secret society 
devoted to the creation of a worldwide Islamic government. The 
Brotherhood wanted to create a financial institution in which devout 
Muslims could invest their money. It would operate under strict 
Islamic law, which prohibits banks from charging interest. But 
investigators believe the convoluted structure of Al Taqwa made it 
easy to use as a money-laundering mechanism.… The [central] 
operation consisted of four men working at computers in a small 
apartment in Lugano, Switzerland. Lugano, which sits near the 
Italian border, is a kind of Alpine Tijuana, well known as a haven for 
tax evaders and money launderers.” [NEWSWEEK, 3/18/2002] Reportedly, in 
1995, Italian investigators will tell a Swiss prosecutor that Al Taqwa 
and related entities comprise “the most important financial 
structure of the Muslim Brotherhood and Islamic terrorist 
organizations.” [SALON, 3/15/2002] Six members of the bin Laden family 
are among the original contributors to the Bahamas branch. [WALL 

STREET JOURNAL, 12/17/2001] A number of the bank’s leaders have ties to 
Nazism or fascism. For instance, when board chairman Youssef Nada 
was a young man, he allegedly worked with both the armed branch 
of the Muslim Brotherhood and Nazi Germany military intelligence. 
Ahmad Huber, a Swiss convert to Islam previously known as Albert 
Huber, is both a director of the bank and an open neo-Nazi. He 
proudly displays portraits of Adolf Hitler and Osama bin Laden next 
to each other in his house. [WASHINGTON POST, 4/29/2002; ASIA TIMES, 11/8/2002] 
According to a reporter who will interview him in 1995, Huber’s 

Francois Genoud (left) and Ahmad Huber, a.k.a. 

Albert Huber (right). [Source: Seuil, AIJAC] 
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office is adorned with portraits of Hitler, Nazi leader Heinrich 
Himmler, and Islamic militants. [BOSTON HERALD, 11/8/2001] Huber will 
spend decades attempting to forge links between the neo-Nazi 
movement and the radical Muslim movement, speaking to and 
networking with both groups. He will be quoted around 2001 saying 
that the al-Qaeda leaders he met in January 2001 are “very 
discreet, well-educated, and very intelligent people.”(see Late 
January 2001). [FINANCIAL TIMES, 11/8/2001; PLAYBOY, 2/1/2002] The founder of Al 
Taqwa appears to be Francois Genoud, who will die in 1996. Genoud 
is a Swiss lawyer who funded the Nazis and served as a Nazi agent 
during World War II. After the war, he funded the secret Odessa 
organization, which enabled many notorious Nazi fugitives to escape 
to safe havens in South America and elsewhere. Authorities believe 
that Genoud uses Al Taqwa to fund international militants like 
Carlos the Jackal and bin Laden. He also paid for the legal expenses 
of ex-Nazis such as Klaus Barbie and Adolf Eichmann. Many Muslim 
radicals and neo-Nazis share a strong hatred for Jews and the United 
States. [SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, 3/12/2002] Al Taqwa will be shut down 
shortly after 9/11 for its support of al-Qaeda, Hamas, and other 
groups officially designated as terrorist organizations (see November 
7, 2001). 
Entity Tags: Al Taqwa Bank, Muslim Brotherhood
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Al Taqwa Bank, Terrorism Financing

1988: ’Al-Qaeda’ Possibly the Name of a Computer 
Database

��

Robin Cook, British Foreign Secretary from 1997 to 2003, will later 
say that “al-Qaeda” was originally the name of a database. In a 2005 
article, Cook will write that bin Laden was “a product of a 
monumental miscalculation by western security agencies. 
Throughout the ‘80s he was armed by the CIA and funded by the 
Saudis to wage jihad against the Russian occupation of Afghanistan. 
Al-Qaeda, literally ‘the database,’ was originally the computer file 
of the thousands of mujaheddin who were recruited and trained 
with help from the CIA to defeat the Russians.” Cook will give no 
explanation as to how he might know this. [GUARDIAN, 7/8/2005] Al-Qaeda 
the organization will be founded in 1988 (see August 11-20, 1988). 
Entity Tags: Robin Cook, Al-Qaeda, Central Intelligence Agency
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

Late 1980s: ’Blind Sheikh’ Works with CIA and Warlords in 
Afghanistan

��

The Boston Globe will later say that, “Throughout the 1980s” the 
“Blind Sheikh,” Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman, “was a spiritual leader 
of the CIA-backed mujaheddin.” [BOSTON GLOBE, 6/21/1995] The Atlantic 
Monthly will later report that in the late 1980s in Peshawar, 
Pakistan, Abdul-Rahman “became involved with the US and Pakistani 
intelligence officials who were orchestrating the [Afghan] war. The 
sixty or so CIA and Special Forces officers based there considered 
him a ‘valuable asset,’ according to one of them, and overlooked his 
anti-Western message and incitement to holy war because they 
wanted him to help unify the mujaheddin groups.” He is unable to 
unify the groups, but he helps coordinate some of their activities. 
He tends to favor the two most radically anti-Western factions led 
by Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and Abdul Rasul Sayyaf. He also has close 
links to Abdullah Azzam, bin Laden’s mentor. [ATLANTIC MONTHLY, 5/1996] 
According to Barnett Rubin, a Columbia University professor and 
senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations, Azzam was also 
working with the CIA to help recruit for and unite the mujaheddin 
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groups (see 1985-1989), and when he is assassinated in 1989, the CIA 
relies even more heavily on Abdul-Rahman. Rubin claims the CIA 
pays to send him back to Peshawar “to preach to the Afghans about 
the necessity of unity to overthrow the Kabul regime.” As a reward 
for his help, the CIA gives him a visa to the US, even though he is on 
a terrorism watch list (see July 1990). [NEW YORKER, 3/17/1995] One source 
who worked with the CIA supply operation at this time will later say 
that Abdul-Rahman’s ties to Hekmatyar, the CIA’s most favored 
Afghan warlord, “put Sheikh Omar in the [CIA’s] good books. And 
believe me, later on when the Sheikh wanted to come to the States, 
he cashed in those chips.” [LANCE, 2006, PP. 20] 
Entity Tags: Pakistan Directorate for Inter-Services Intelligence, Barnett 
Rubin, Abdullah Azzam, Abdul Rasul Sayyaf, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, Central 
Intelligence Agency, Omar Abdul-Rahman
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman

1988-1989: Al-Qaeda Golden Chain Lists Financiers

��

In March 2002, authorities in Bosnia, Sarajevo, 
will raid the offices of the Benevolence 
International Foundation (BIF) due to suspected 
funding of al-Qaeda (see March 2002). The raid 
will uncover a handwritten list containing the 
name of twenty wealthy donors sympathetic to 
al-Qaeda. The list, referred to as “The Golden 
Chain,” contains both the names of the donors 
and the names of the recipients (but does not 
mention amounts given). Seven of the payments 
are made to Osama bin Laden. [UNITED PRESS 
INTERNATIONAL, 2/11/2003] Most accounts will be vague 
on what year the Golden Chain document was 
written; some say 1988. [WALL STREET JOURNAL, 

3/18/2003] But counterterrorism “tsar” Richard Clarke will say it dates 
from 1989. [US CONGRESS, 10/22/2003] Al-Qaeda is formed in late 1988 (see 
August 11-20, 1988). The Wall Street Journal will later note, “The 
list doesn’t show any continuing support for al-Qaeda after the 
organization began targeting Americans, but a number of the Saudis 
on it have been under scrutiny by US officials as to whether they 
have supported terrorism in recent years.” [WALL STREET JOURNAL, 3/18/2003] 
The donors named include:  
 The “Bin Laden brothers.” Their first names are not mentioned. 
They give money to Osama bin Laden. UPI will later point out that 
“the discovery of this document in Sarajevo calls into question 
whether al-Qaeda has received support from one of Osama’s scores 
of wealthy brothers.”  
 Adel Batterjee, a wealthy Saudi businessman who is also the 
founder of both BIF and its predecessor, Lajnatt Al-Birr Al-Islamiah. 
He appears to be mentioned as a recipient three times. [UNITED PRESS 
INTERNATIONAL, 2/11/2003] The US will declare him as a terrorist financier in 
2004 (see December 21, 2004).  
 Wael Hamza Julaidan, a Saudi millionaire and one of the founders 
of al-Qaeda. He is listed as a recipient. The US will declare him a 
terrorist financier in 2002 (see September 6, 2002).  
 Saleh Kamel, a Saudi billionaire, and the majority shareholder of 
the Saudi conglomerate Dallah Albaraka. In 2003, Forbes will call 
him one of the richest people in the world. The list has him giving 
money to Batterjee.  
 Sulaiman Abdul Aziz al-Rajhi, another Saudi billionaire. The SAAR 
network, which is named after him, will be raided by the FBI in 2002 
(see March 20, 2002). [EMERSON, 2006, PP. 400]  
 Khalid bin Mahfouz, another Saudi billionaire. A lawyer for bin 
Mahfouz will later say bin Mahfouz did contribute a small amount to 
fund the mujaheddin in the late 1980s, but only at the behest of the 

The Golden Chain 

list. [Source: Public 

domain] 
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US and Saudi Arabia. [WALL STREET JOURNAL, 3/18/2003] 
Entity Tags: Sulaiman Abdul Aziz al-Rajhi, Saleh Abdullah Kamel, 
Benevolence International Foundation, Bosnia, Khalid bin Mahfouz, Adel 
Abdul Jalil Batterjee, Al-Qaeda, Wael Hamza Julaidan
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Al-Qaeda in Balkans, Saudi Arabia, Terrorism Financing, BIF, 
Bin Laden Family

1988-Spring 1995: KSM’s Brother Works for Charity 
Allegedly Connected to CIA

��

Zahid Shaikh Mohammed, brother of 9/11 mastermind Khalid Shaikh 
Mohammed (KSM), works as the head of the Pakistani branch of the 
charity Mercy International. A book published in 1999 will allege 
that this charity, based in the US and Switzerland, was used by the 
CIA to funnel money to Muslim militants fighting against US enemies 
in places such as Bosnia and Afghanistan (see 1989 and After). It is 
not known when Zahid got involved with the charity, but he was 
heading the Pakistani branch by 1988, when his nephew Ramzi 
Yousef first goes to Afghanistan (see Late 1980s). [REEVE, 1999, PP. 120] In 
the spring of 1993, US investigators raided Zahid’s house while 
searching for Yousef (see Spring 1993). Documents and pictures 
were found suggesting close links and even a friendship between 
Zahid and bin Laden. Photos and other evidence also showed close 
links between Zahid, KSM, and government officials close to Nawaf 
Sharif, who is Prime Minister of Pakistan twice in the 1990s. They 
also discover that Zahid was seen talking to Pakistani President 
Farooq Ahmad Khan Leghari during a Mercy International ceremony 
in February 1993. [REEVE, 1999, PP. 48-49, 120] But despite the raid, Zahid 
apparently keeps his job until about February 1995, when Yousef is 
arrested in Pakistan (see February 7, 1995). Investigators learn 
Yousef had made a phone call to the Mercy office, and there is an 
entry in Yousef’s seized telephone directory for a Zahid Shaikh 
Mohammed. Pakistani investigators raid the Mercy office, but Zahid 
has already fled. [UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL, 4/11/1995; GUARDIAN, 9/26/2001; 
MCDERMOTT, 2005, PP. 154, 162] It is unclear what has happened to Zahid 
since. In 1999 it will be reported he is believed to be in Kuwait, but 
in 2002 the Kuwaiti government will announce he is a member of al-
Qaeda, so presumably he is no longer welcome there. [REEVE, 1999, PP. 48; 
LOS ANGELES TIMES, 9/1/2002] Mercy International’s Kenya branch will later 
be implicated in the 1998 US embassy bombing in that country, and 
so will KSM, Zahid’s brother (see Late August 1998). 
Entity Tags: Zahid Shaikh Mohammed, Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, Mercy 
International, Ramzi Yousef
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Al-Qaeda in Balkans, Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, Ramzi Yousef, 
Terrorism Financing

1988-February 1992: US Support for Mujaheddin Declines; 
Funds from Saudi Donors Increase

��

US support for the mujaheddin slows down to “a trickle” because of 
concerns about dangers of promoting Islamic fundamentalism. The 
slack is picked up, however, by wealthy individual donors, many of 
whom are Saudis. These donors seem to favor the most extreme 
fundamentalist groups among the mujaheddin. [YOUSAF AND ADKIN, 1992, PP. 
91-92] 
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Saudi Arabia, Soviet-Afghan War
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April 1988: Soviet Union Announces It Will Withdraw All 
Troops from Afghanistan

��

In an agreement signed in Geneva, Switzerland, the Soviet Union 
pledges to withdraw all of its troops from Afghanistan by February 
15, 1989. They will end up withdrawing the last of their soldiers on 
that exact date (see February 15, 1989). At the time, the Soviets 
have slightly over 100,000 soldiers in Afghanistan. [NEW YORK TIMES, 

2/16/1989] 
Entity Tags: Soviet Union
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

August 11-20, 1988: Bin Laden Forms Al-Qaeda

��

Bin Laden conducts 
two meetings to 
discuss “the 
establishment of a 
new military group,” 
according to notes 
that are found later. 
Notes reveal the 
group is initially 
called al-Qaeda al-
Askariya, which 
roughly translates to 
“the military base.” 
But the name soon 
shortens to just al-
Qaeda, meaning “the 

base” or “the foundation.” [ASSOCIATED PRESS, 2/19/2003; WRIGHT, 2006, PP. 131-134] 
With the Soviets in the process of withdrawing from Afghanistan, it 
is proposed to create the new group to keep military jihad, or holy 
war, alive after the Soviets are gone. The notes don’t specify what 
the group will do exactly, but it concludes, “Initial estimate, within 
six months of al-Qaeda (founding), 314 brothers will be trained and 
ready.” In fact, al-Qaeda will remain smaller than that for years to 
come. Fifteen people attend these two initial meetings. [WRIGHT, 2006, 

PP. 131-134] In addition to bin Laden, other attendees include:  
 Ayman Al-Zawahiri, the head of the Egyptian militant group Islamic 
Jihad. [NEW YORKER, 9/9/2002]  
 Mohammed Atef, a.k.a. Abu Hafs.  
 Mamdouh Mahmud Salim, a.k.a. Abu Hajer.  
 Jamal al-Fadl.  
 Wael Hamza Julaidan.  
 Mohammed Loay Bayazid, a US citizen, who is notetaker for the 
meetings. [WRIGHT, 2006, PP. 131-134]  
Al-Fadl will reveal details about the meetings to US investigators in 
1996 (see June 1996). Notes to the meeting will be found in Bosnia 
in early 2002. [NEW YORKER, 9/9/2002] It will take US intelligence years 
even to realize a group named al-Qaeda exists; the first known 
incidence of US intelligence being told the name will come in 1993 
(see May 1993). 

The notes from al-Qaeda’s formation meeting. The 

short lines on the right side are the list of attendees. 

[Source: CNN] 

Entity Tags: Mohammed Loay Bayazid, Osama bin Laden, Mamdouh Mahmud 
Salim, Jamal al-Fadl, Mohammed Atef, Al-Qaeda, Ayman al-Zawahiri, Wael 
Hamza Julaidan
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Warning Signs, Ayman Al-Zawahiri, Osama 
Bin Laden

Late 1980s: Afghan Training Camps Forge Future Boston 
Al-Qaeda Cell

��
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Four men, Mohamad Kamal Elzahabi, Nabil al-Marabh, Raed Hijazi, 
and Bassam Kanj, meet each other in an Afghanistan training camp. 
All four of them take part in fighting against the Soviets. This is 
according to testimony by Elzahabi in 2004 (see April 16, 2004-June 
25, 2004). Elzahabi will claim that while there, he met Abu Musab 
al-Zarqawi, later famous for allegedly attacking US soldiers in Iraq, 
and al-Qaeda leaders Abu Zubaida and Khalid Shaikh Mohammed. 
This appears to be the genesis of a Boston al-Qaeda sleeper cell that 
will play vital roles in 9/11 and other al-Qaeda plots. The four men 
go their separate ways in subsequent years, but by 1998 all of them 
will be working as taxi drivers in Boston (see June 1995-Early 1999). 
[BOSTON GLOBE, 6/27/2004] 
Entity Tags: Raed Hijazi, Nabil al-Marabh, Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, 
Mohamad Kamal Elzahabi, Abu Zubaida, Bassam Kanj, Al-Qaeda
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Nabil Al-Marabh

1989: Holy Land Foundation Formed in US

��

The Holy Land Foundation charity is established 
in the US, two years after Hamas was founded in 
the Middle East. From the very beginning, there 
are signs that Holy Land is supports illegal 
violent acts committed by Hamas. For instance, 
In 1990, Haitham Maghawri will apply for asylum 
in the US. He will tell the INS that he had been 
arrested several times in Lebanon, once for 
placing a car bomb. He will be denied asylum, 

but will gain permanent residence by marrying a US citizen. He then 
will become executive director of Holy Land. Additionally, 
government documents, corporate records, and Arabic-language 
articles show clear connections between Hamas, Holy Land, and a 
closely related group, the Islamic Association for Palestine (IAP). For 
instance, in the late 1980s, Mousa Abu Marzouk, a known political 
leader of Hamas living in the US, is the chairman of IAP’s advisory 
committee and donates hundreds of thousands of dollars to the IAP. 
The IAP publicly recommends Muslims should donate money to Holy 
Land to support Hamas in the Palestinian intifada (uprising) against 
Israel. According to international law, violent acts against Israeli 
military targets are not illegal, but such acts against civilian targets 
are, and Hamas freely acknowledges that it does both. As a result, 
financial support in the US for Hamas is controversial and often done 
in secret. Hamas will not be officially declared a terrorist group 
until 1995, and after this all US financing support for Hamas will be 
done in secret (see January 1995). [DALLAS MORNING NEWS, 4/8/1996; ASSOCIATED 

PRESS, 12/12/2001; CHICAGO TRIBUNE, 12/16/2001; DALLAS MORNING NEWS, 12/20/2002] 

Holy Land 

Foundation logo. 

[Source: Holy Land 

Foundation] 

Entity Tags: Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, Islamic 
Association for Palestine, Haitham Maghawri
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Robert Wright and Vulgar Betrayal, Terrorism Financing

Late 1980s: Ramzi Yousef Recruited by CIA?

��

Al-Qaeda bomber Ramzi Yousef is said to be recruited by the CIA, 
though details are not known. Author Richard Labeviere reported 
without elaboration in a 1999 book, “A classified FBI file indicates 
that [Yousef] was recruited by the local branch of the CIA.” [LABEVIERE, 
1999, PP. 220-221] In 1995, Newsday will report, “FBI officials also are 
considering a probe of whether the CIA had any relationship with 
Yousef, who fought with the CIA-financed mujaheddin in Afghanistan 
in the 1980s.” [NEWSDAY, 4/16/1995] But there appears to be no further 
reporting on whether such a probe was conducted. Yousef is 
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believed to have masterminded a series of bombings in the early 
1990s, including the 1993 World Trade Center bombing and the 
planned Bojinka attack, before being captured in 1995 (see February 
7, 1995). If Yousef was recruited by the CIA, it may have been in the 
late 1980s when the CIA recruited and trained thousands of people 
around the world to fight in Afghanistan (see 1986-1992). In the late 
1980s, Yousef was studying engineering at a Wales college, but he’d 
also joined the Muslim Brotherhood while there. During a break from 
school in 1988, he went to one of bin Laden’s training camps in 
Afghanistan and spent several months honing his bomb-making skills. 
[MILLER, STONE, AND MITCHELL, 2002, PP. 78] 
Entity Tags: Muslim Brotherhood, Central Intelligence Agency, Ramzi Yousef
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, 1993 WTC Bombing, Bojinka Plot, Ramzi 
Yousef, Philippine Militant Collusion

Late 1980s: US Intelligence Already Investigating Abu 
Zubaida and California Al-Qaeda Operative

��

New Yorker magazine will later mention, 
“American intelligence officials had been 
investigating [Khalil] Deek and [Abu] Zubaida’s 
activities since at least the late eighties,” but it 
will not be explained why. Deek is a Palestinian 
and naturalized US citizen living in California for 
most of the 1990s who will later reportedly 
mastermind several al-Qaeda bomb plots. 
Zubaida, also Palestinian, will later be considered 
one of al-Qaeda top operational leaders. [NEW 

YORKER, 1/22/2007] Zubaida joins the Palestinian 
uprising in 1987, when he is only sixteen years 
old. He then goes to Afghanistan, presumably 

joins with bin Laden, and fights there before the war ends in 1989. 
[SUSKIND, 2006, PP. 95] Between 1988 and 1996, Deek is apparently 
involved with the Islamic Association for Palestine (IAP), a US-based 
charity which the US government will later call a “front group” for 
the Palestinian militant group Hamas. The IAP is closely tied to the 
Holy Land Foundation, established near Dallas, Texas, in 1989 (see 
1989), and it appears the foundation was investigated from very 
early on. Deek is living in Dallas that year. [ORANGE COUNTY WEEKLY, 

5/31/2001] Palestinian militant activity through organizations like the 
IAP may explain why these two are investigated at this time, and/or 
the two may have engaged in other activities. Terrorism expert Rita 
Katz will later claim that the Jordanian government “knew about 
Deek since the early 1990s. They had a lot of interest in him. They 
really considered him a major terrorist figure.” [ORANGE COUNTY WEEKLY, 

6/17/2004] Deek and Zubaida will later work together on a number of 
operations, for instance using the honey trade to ship drugs and 
weapons (see May 2000), and masterminding a millennium bomb 
plot in Jordan. [NEW YORKER, 1/22/2007] 

Khalil Deek. 

[Source: Ali 

Jarekji / Reuters] 

Entity Tags: Rita Katz, Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, 
Abu Zubaida, Khalil Deek, Islamic Association for Palestine
Category Tags: Counterterrorism Before 9/11, Khalil Deek

Late 1980s and After: CIA Blocks Investigations into Al-
Qaeda’s ‘Operational Headquarters’ in US

��

In the late 1980s, Osama bin Laden and his 
mentor Abdullah Azzam are running a charity front called Maktab al-
Khidamat (MAK)/Al-Kifah in Peshawar, Pakistan, and it has an 
important branch in Brooklyn, New York, called the Al-Kifah Refugee 
Center that is sending money and recruits to fight in Afghanistan. 
The CIA apparently helps the Al-Kifah Brooklyn office send up to 200 
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people from the US to fight in Afghanistan (see 
1986-1993). Many of them are US citizens. 
Zalmay Khalilzad, a State Department Afghan 
specialist who will go on to become a 
prominent neoconservative, will later deny 
knowing of any Arab-Americans fighting with 
the mujaheddin. But one anonymous 
Congressional aide will recall occasional 
mentions of Al-Kifah Refugee Center or its head 
Mustafa Shalabi by some of the most radical 
mujaheddin. He says, “Among that cabal, the 
extreme militant fringes, Shalabi was known.… 
[T]hey were asking to talk to him so he could 

organize some particular assistance.” The Neutrality Act prevents US 
citizens from fighting against countries not at war with the US, but 
the New York Times will later note, “Yet there is no sign that a 
criminal investigation ever took place even though Federal agents 
had come across broad hints about the center’s activities when they 
investigated the [Meir] Kahane assassination [in 1990 (see November 
5, 1990) and the slaying of Mr. Shalabi [in 1991]” (see (February 28, 
1991)). Kahane’s assassin, El Sayyid Nosair, was one of Shalabi’s 
assistants. [NEW YORK TIMES, 4/11/1993] Apparently the CIA’s ties to the Al-
Kifah Refugee Center prevent other US agencies from investigating 
it, even after the 1993 WTC bombing when all of the bombers are 
found to have been tied to the center. While Al-Kifah closes itself 
down shortly after the WTC bombing, it immediately reopens in 
Boston under a different name and continues to publish the same 
newsletter and post from the same website (see April 1993-Mid-
2003). The New Yorker will later comment, “[W]hen the fanatical 
fervor [the CIA] whipped up leads to unintended consequences - the 
assassination of a Jewish militant leader in Manhattan, the bombing 
of the World Trade Center, a terror conspiracy to blow up the 
Holland and Lincoln Tunnels and other Manhattan landmarks - [the 
CIA tried] to discourage local law enforcement agencies and the FBI 
from looking into the matter too deeply.” After Nosair assassinates 
Kahane, the FBI tells District Attorney Robert Morgenthau that 
Nosair was a lone gunman, not part of a broader conspiracy. 
However, the FBI had truckloads of evidence connecting to Al-Kifah 
strongly suggesting otherwise that it does not closely investigate. 
The FBI also blocks him from tying Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman to 
the WTC bombing (see After February 26, 1993). Morgenthau will 
later speculate the CIA may have encouraged the FBI not to pursue 
any other leads. “The FBI lied to me. They’re supposed to untangle 
terrorist connections, but they can’t be trusted to do the job.” [NEW 

YORKER, 3/17/1995] Counterterrorism expert Steven Emerson will later 
call Al-Kifah “al-Qaeda’s operational headquarters in the United 
States.” [EMERSON, 2006, PP. 436] In 1994, a secret internal CIA report will 
conclude that the agency is “partially culpable” for the WTC 
bombing because of its support for radicals connected to Al-Kifah. 
One CIA source will say, “By giving these people the funding that we 
did, a situation was created in which it could be safely argued that 
we bombed the World Trade Center” (see January 24, 1994). But 
even after 1994 there is little evidence that the links from Al-Kifah 
were carefully explored by any US government agency. For instance, 
the government will not freeze Al-Kifah’s funds until shortly after 
9/11, long after it ceased to exist (see September 24, 2001). 

Robert Morgenthau. 

[Source: Robert 

Maass / Corbis] 

Entity Tags: Zalmay M. Khalilzad, Maktab al-Khidamat, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, Al-Kifah Refugee Center, Central Intelligence Agency, El 
Sayyid Nosair, Mustafa Shalabi, Robert Morgenthau
Category Tags: Counterterrorism Before 9/11, Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman, 
Al-Kifah/MAK
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1989-1994: Al-Marabh Has Curious FBI Contacts; Trains in 
Afghanistan

��

Nabil al-Marabh moves to Boston in 1989 
and apparently lives there as a taxi driver 
for several years. [NEW YORK TIMES, 9/18/2001; 

BOSTON HERALD, 9/19/2001] In a 2003 interview, 
al-Marabh will claim that he had a conflict 
with a fellow Boston taxi driver who 
falsely accused him of planning to bomb a 
car. He will say he spoke with FBI agents 
who concluded the allegations were false. 
But from this time on, the FBI repeatedly 
tried to recruit him to become an 
informant. He will claim he refused the 
offer. [KNIGHT RIDDER, 5/23/2003] In a 2002 
statement, he will claim that he traveled 
to Pakistan in 1992 at the behest of a 
roommate who “both worked for the FBI 

and fought in Afghanistan.” (Interestingly, when al-Marabh will be 
briefly detained in Canada in the summer of 2001, fellow prisoners 
will claim that he repeatedly says he is in contact with the FBI 
because they find him “special”(see June 27, 2001-July 11, 2001).) 
Al-Marabh stays at the House of Martyrs, a guest house notoriously 
connected to bin Laden. He says he meets al-Qaeda operative Raed 
Hijazi there (though it seems likely they already met in Afghanistan 
in the late 1980s (see Late 1980s).) The two of them will later be 
roommates in Boston in the late 1990s (see June 1995-Early 1999). 
Curiously, one newspaper account will claim that Hijazi became an 
FBI informant around the time he was al-Marabh’s roommate (see 
Early 1997-Late 1998). [WASHINGTON POST, 9/4/2002] Al-Marabh and Hijazi go 
to a training camp in Afghanistan and receive training in rifles, 
machine guns, and rocket-propelled grenades. [WASHINGTON POST, 9/4/2002; 

CHICAGO SUN-TIMES, 9/5/2002; ASSOCIATED PRESS, 6/3/2004] Al-Marabh later claims 
that he spends the next year or two in Pakistan working for the 
Muslim World League, an Islamic charity some have suspected of 
funding radical militants. He also later acknowledges distributing as 
much as $200,000 a month to various training camps in Afghanistan 
at this time, but claims it is for charitable causes. He says he 
decides to return to the US in the wake of a Pakistani crackdown on 
Arabs following the World Trade Center bombing in 1993. [WASHINGTON 

POST, 9/4/2002; NEW YORK TIMES, 7/31/2003; ASSOCIATED PRESS, 6/3/2004] 

Nabil al-Marabh. [Source: 

Associated Press] 

Entity Tags: Muslim World League, Raed Hijazi, Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, Nabil al-Marabh
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Nabil Al-Marabh

1989 and After: CIA Supposedly Supports Muslim Charity 
Tied to Bin Laden

��

The 1999 book Dollars for Terror will 
allege that in 1989, Mercy 
International, a “subsidiary of the 
Muslim Brotherhood, was able to 
establish its headquarters in the 
United States, in the state of 
Michigan, with the assistance of the 
CIA. The Agency provided significant 
logistical and financial support to this 
‘humanitarian’ organization, enabling 
it to act clandestinely in the various 

Mercy International USA’s logo. 

[Source: Mercy International 

USA] 
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Balkan conflicts as well as within the Muslim communities of several 
Russian republics.” [LABEVIERE, 1999, PP. 364] Mercy International will later 
be tied to al-Qaeda in a number of ways. For instance, in the mid-
1990s its Pakistan branch will be headed by Zahid Shaikh 
Mohammed, brother of 9/11 mastermind Khalid Shaikh Mohammed 
(see 1988-Spring 1995). [LOS ANGELES TIMES, 9/1/2002] Its Kenya branch will 
be tied to the 1998 US embassy bombing there. Its Philippine branch 
is tied to Mohammed Jamal Khalifa, bin Laden’s brother-in-law. [BURR 
AND COLLINS, 2006, PP. 128, 188-189] Branches of this charity in different 
countries have slightly different names such as Mercy International-
USA and Mercy International Relief Agency, and it has been claimed 
that the US branch has no connection with the terrorism-related 
branches. However, a 2003 article will draw links between the US 
branch and other branches. [NATIONAL REVIEW, 9/4/2003] 
Entity Tags: Central Intelligence Agency, Mercy International, Mohammed 
Jamal Khalifa, Zahid Shaikh Mohammed, Muslim Brotherhood
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Terrorism Financing

Early 1989: US Supplies Sniper Rifles to Bin Laden’s Mentor

��

The US government sends 25 high-powered sniper rifles to a group of 
fighters in Afghanistan that includes bin Laden. The armor-piercing 
weapons have range-finding equipment and night-vision scopes. In 
an early 2001 US court trial, Essam al Ridi, a pilot for bin Laden in 
the early 1990s (see 1993), will recall that he helped ship the 
weapons to Abdullah Azzam, bin Laden’s mentor. Azzam and bin 
Laden are close to each other at this time, and al Ridi will later 
testify he sometimes saw the two of them together. The president 
of the US company that made the rifles will later state that the 
rifles “were picked up by US government trucks, shipped to US 
government bases, and shipped to those Afghan freedom fighters.’ 
The rifles are considered ideal for assassination. [ASSOCIATED PRESS, 
10/16/2001] This shipment is especially significant because these was a 
protracted debate within the Reagan administration about sending 
sniper rifles to Afghanistan due to worries that it could violate a US 
law against assassinations and put US officials in legal jeopardy. In 
the end, the US gave less than 100 of such rifles without night-vision 
scopes to the government of Pakistan to pass on to mujaheddin, but 
the ones sent to Azzam had night-vision scopes. The timing is also 
significant since the Soviet Union agreed to withdraw its troops from 
Afghanistan in 1988 and complete the pull out in February 1989 
around when these rifles are sent. The rifles given to Pakistan 
appear to have arrived before 1987. [WASHINGTON POST, 7/20/1992] 
Entity Tags: United States, Abdullah Azzam, Essam al Ridi, Osama bin Laden
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War

1989-January 1993: Hamas Trains and Fundraises in US

��

Hamas is a Palestinian group known both for 
charitable works benefiting the Palestinian 
population and suicide attacks against Israeli 
targets. Hamas was formed in 1987, after a 
Palestinian uprising began the year before. 
Some claim that Israel indirectly supported and 
perhaps even directly funded Hamas in its early 
years in order to divide the Palestinians 
politically. For instance, a former senior CIA 
official will later claim that Israel’s support for 
Hamas “was a direct attempt to divide and 

dilute support for a strong, secular PLO [Palestinian Liberation 

Hamas logo. 

[Source: Hamas] 
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Organization] by using a competing religious alternative.” Hamas 
begins attacks on Israeli military and civilan targets in 1989 and will 
begin suicide attacks on these targets in April 1994. The US will not 
officially declare Hamas a terrorist organization until 1995 (see 
January 1995). This means that funding Hamas is not a crime in the 
US before that year, but knowingly participating in or supporting a 
violent act overseas outside of the rules of war such as a suicide 
bombing could still potentially result in criminal charges in the US. 
[UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL, 6/18/2002; ASSOCIATED PRESS, 3/22/2004] Mohammad 
Salah, a Palestinian-American living in Chicago as a used car 
salesman, was reputedly trained by Hamas in terrorist techniques, 
including the use of chemical weapons and poisons, in the late 
1980s. Working on the orders of high-level Hamas leader Mousa Abu 
Marzouk, Salah leads a four day Hamas training camp in the Chicago 
area in June 1990. According to one trainee, the approximately 
twenty-five trainees study Hamas philosophy, receive weapons 
training, and learn how to plant a car bomb. Two of the trainees are 
ultimately selected to fly to Syria, where they undergo more 
advanced training in making car bombs and throwing grenades. 
Ultimately, they are sent into Israel to launch attacks. Similar 
training camps take place in Kansas City and Wisconsin from 1989 
through early 1991. Then, Salah is told by Marzouk to change his 
focus from training to fundraising. In early 1992, Salah receives 
about $800,000 from Saudi multimillionaire Yassin al-Qadi, and he 
temporarily invests it in a BMI real estate scheme (see 1991). 
Between June 1991 and December 1992, Salah repeatedly travels to 
the Middle East and spends more than $100,000 in direct support of 
Hamas military activities. He attempts to spend the $800,000 that is 
still invested in BMI, but BMI is unable to quickly liquidate the 
investment. Marzouk sends Salah almost $1 million to spend. Salah 
goes to the West Bank in January 1993 and begins dispersing that 
money, but he is arrested before the end of the month. With Salah 
arrested, Hamas needs a new point man to collect and transfer new 
money raised in the US. Jamil Sarsour, a grocery store owner in 
Milwaukee, is chosen. It will be reported in 2003 that Sarsour is still 
living openly in Milwaukee (see June 2-5, 2003) [CHICAGO TRIBUNE, 
10/29/2001; LA WEEKLY, 8/2/2002; FEDERAL NEWS SERVICE, 6/2/2003] 
Entity Tags: Mousa Abu Marzouk, Central Intelligence Agency, Jamil Sarsour, 
Yassin al-Qadi, Mohammad Salah, Hamas, BMI Inc.
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Robert Wright and Vulgar Betrayal, Terrorism Financing

January 20, 1989: George H. W. Bush Is Inaugurated US 
President

��

George H. W. Bush replaces Ronald Reagan 
and remains president until January 1993. 
Many of the key members in his government 
will have important positions again when his 
son George W. Bush becomes president in 
2001. For instance, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Chairman Colin Powell later becomes 
Secretary of State, and Defense Secretary 
Dick Cheney later becomes vice president. 

President George 

Herbert Walker Bush. 

[Source: White House] 
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Entity Tags: George Herbert Walker Bush, Ronald Reagan
Category Tags: US Dominance

February 15, 1989: Soviet Forces Withdraw from 
Afghanistan

��

Soviet forces 
withdraw from 
Afghanistan, but 
Afghan 
communists 
retain control of 
Kabul, the 
capital, until 
April 1992. 
[WASHINGTON POST, 

7/19/1992] It is 
estimated that 
more than a 
million Afghans 

(eight per cent of the country’s population) were killed in the war, 
and hundreds of thousands had been maimed by an unprecedented 
number of land mines. Almost half of the survivors of the war are 
refugees. [NEW YORKER, 9/9/2002] Richard Clarke, a counterterrorism 
official during the Reagan and George H. W. Bush administrations 
and the counterterrorism “tsar” by 9/11, later claims that the huge 
amount of US aid provided to Afghanistan drops off drastically as 
soon as the Soviets withdraw, abandoning the country to civil war 
and chaos. The new powers in Afghanistan are tribal chiefs, the 
Pakistani ISI, and the Arab war veterans coalescing into al-Qaeda. 
[CLARKE, 2004, PP. 52-53] 

A convoy of Soviet tanks leaving Afghanistan. [Source: 

National Geographic] 

Entity Tags: Al-Qaeda, Richard A. Clarke, Pakistan Directorate for Inter-
Services Intelligence
Timeline Tags: Western Support for Islamic Militancy
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Pakistan and the ISI

February 16, 1989-December 1990: CIA Continues to Work 
with ‘Blind Sheikh’ and Supports Mujaheddin Despite 
Soviet Withdrawal from Afghanistan

��

Although the Soviets withdraw from Afghanistan in February 1989 
(see February 15, 1989), the CIA continues to support the 
mujaheddin because the Soviet-allied Communist government stays 
in power in Kabul. Apparently, the CIA and the Saudi government 
continue to fund the mujaheddin at least until December 1990, 
although it could be longer because the Communist government 
remains in power in Kabul until 1992. The “Blind Sheikh,” Sheikh 
Omar Abdul-Rahman, reportedly has been working with the CIA in 
the 1980s to help unite the mujaheddin factions fighting each other 
(see Late 1980s). The Village Voice will later report that according 
to a “very high-ranking Egyptian official,” Abdul-Rahman continues 
to work with the CIA after moving to Brooklyn in July 1990 (see July 
1990). He “work[s] closely with the CIA, helping to channel a steady 
flow of money, men, and guns to mujaheddin bases in Afghanistan 
and Pakistan.” But despite working with the CIA, Abdul-Rahman still 
considers the US the “Great Satan” and does not try to hide this. In 
one radio broadcast, he says that “Americans are descendants of 
apes and pigs who have been feeding from the dining tables of the 
Zionists, Communism, and colonialism.” Matti Steinberg, an expert 
on Islamic fundamentalism, says that Abdul-Rahman’s “long-term 
goal is to weaken US society and to show Arab rulers that the US is 
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not an invulnerable superpower.” The Egyptian official will later 
complain, “We begged America not to coddle the sheikh.” [VILLAGE 
VOICE, 3/30/1993] 
Entity Tags: Central Intelligence Agency, Omar Abdul-Rahman, Matti 
Steinberg
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman, Al-Kifah/MAK

(April 25-May 1989): US Holds Secret Meetings with 
Egyptian Terror Group Headed by ‘Blind Sheikh’

��

Members of Egyptian terror group al-Gama’a al-Islamiyya, whose 
spiritual head is the ‘Blind Sheikh,’ Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman, 
hold a series of secret meetings with US officials at the American 
embassy in Cairo. The meetings are initiated by Al-Gama’a al-
Islamiyya, which wants to co-operate with the US, because it thinks 
the US is co-operating with and supporting the Muslim Brotherhood 
in Egypt. At the meetings, representatives of the group tell the US:  
 Al-Gama’a al-Islamiyya has between 150,000 and 200,000 
members;  
 One of the representatives at the meetings sat on Al-Gama’a al-
Islamiyya’s shura, or leadership council, between 1981 and 1988. 
The 11 members of the group’s shura are named at the meetings, as 
is its operational commander;  
 Al-Gama’a al-Islamiyya thinks highly of Saudi Arabian King Fahd, 
but believes he should take a stronger line against Iran. However, 
Abdul-Rahman met an Iranian delegation in Pakistan in autumn 
1988;  
 The group will not attack US diplomats;  
 Abdul-Rahman travels to the US yearly, and also travels to Britain;  
 The group is not as secret and violent as represented by the 
Egyptian government and has undergone a “change in thinking,” 
becoming concerned about its radical and violent image.  
Embassy officials are skeptical about some of the claims, as the 
group’s representatives reveal more than the officials think is 
prudent. One year after the meetings, Abdul-Rahman will be issued 
a US visa by a CIA officer and move to the US (see July 1990). [US 
EMBASSY IN CAIRO, 4/25/1989� ; US EMBASSY IN CAIRO, 5/3/1989� ] 
Entity Tags: Al-Gama'a al-Islamiyya, Omar Abdul-Rahman, United States, US 
Embassy in Cairo
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing, Sheikh Omar Abdul-Rahman, Al-
Kifah/MAK

Summer 1989: Ali Mohamed Uses His US Military Expertise 
to Train Muslim Radicals

��

Ali Mohamed, a spy for bin Laden working in the US military, trains 
Islamic radicals in the New York area. Mohamed is on active duty at 
Fort Bragg, North Carolina, at the time, but he regularly comes to 
Brooklyn on the weekends to train radicals at the Al-Kifah Refugee 
Center, a charity connected to both bin Laden and the CIA. Lawyer 
Roger Savis will later say, “He came quite often and became a real 
presence in that [Al-Kifah] office, which later metastasized into al-
Qaeda.… He would bring with him a satchel full of military manuals 
and documents. It was Ali Mohamed who taught the men how to 
engage in guerrilla war. He would give courses in how to make 
bombs, how to use guns, how to make Molotov cocktails.” 
Mohamed’s gun training exercises take place at five different 
shooting ranges. One series of shooting range sessions in July 1989 is 
monitored by the FBI (Mohamed apparently is not at those particular 
sessions in person) (see July 1989). Mohamed’s trainees include most 
of the future bombers of the World Trade Center in 1993. [LANCE, 2006, 
PP. 47-49] 
Entity Tags: Roger Savis, Al-Kifah Refugee Center, Ali Mohamed
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Category Tags: Ali Mohamed, Al-Kifah/MAK

June 4, 1989: Ali Mohamed Shows US Military Training 
Videos to Muslim Radicals

��

Ali Mohamed, a spy for bin Laden working in the US military, trains 
Muslim radicals. On this date, he travels with El Sayyid Nosair to the 
Al-Kifah Refugee Center in Brooklyn, a charity connected to bin 
Laden and the CIA, and shows training videos from the Fort Bragg 
military base where US Special Forces train. A former FBI agent will 
later comment, “You have an al-Qaeda spy who’s now a US citizen, 
on active duty in the US Army, and he brings along a video paid for 
by the US government to train Green Beret officers and he’s using it 
to help train Islamic terrorists so they can turn their guns on us.… By 
now the Afghan war is over.” [LANCE, 2006, PP. 48] Nosair, who watches 
the videos, will assassinate a Jewish leader in New York one year 
later (see November 5, 1990). 
Entity Tags: El Sayyid Nosair, Ali Mohamed, Al-Kifah Refugee Center
Category Tags: Ali Mohamed, Al-Kifah/MAK

July 1989: FBI Monitors Future Bombers Weapons Training 
Sessions; Fail to Follow Up

��

FBI agents 
photograph Islamic 
radicals shooting 
weapons at the 
Calverton Shooting 
Range, on Long 
Island, New York. 
The group is secretly 
monitored as they 
shoot AK-47 assault 
rifles, semiautomatic 
handguns, and 
revolvers for four 
successive weekends. 
The use of weapons 
such as AK-47’s are 
illegal in the US, but this shooting range is known to be unusually 
permissive. Ali Mohamed is apparently not at the range but has been 
training the five men there: El Sayyid Nosair, Mahmud Abouhalima, 
Mohammed Salameh, Nidal Ayyad, and Clement Rodney Hampton-El. 
Nosair will assassinate Rabbi Meir Kahane one year later (see 
November 5, 1990), and the others except for Hampton-El will be 
convicted of the 1993 World Trade Center bombing (see February 
26, 1993), while Hampton-El will be convicted for a role in the 
“Landmarks” bombing plot (see June 24, 1993). Some FBI agents 
have been assigned to watch some Middle Eastern men who are 
frequenting the Al-Kifah Refugee Center in Brooklyn. Each weekend, 
Mohamed’s trainees drive from Al-Kifah to the shooting range, and a 
small FBI surveillance team follows them. The FBI has been given a 
tip that some Palestinians at Al-Kifah are planning violence targeting 
Atlantic City casinos. By August, the casino plot fails to materialize, 
and the surveillance, including that at the shooting range, comes to 
an end. Author Peter Lance will later say that why the FBI failed to 
follow up the shooting sessions is a “great unanswered 
question.” [LANCE, 2003, PP. 29-33; NEW YORK TIMES, 10/5/2003] 

One of the Calverton surveillance photographs 

introduced as evidence in court (note that some faces 

have been blurred out). [Source: National Geographic] 

Entity Tags: Peter Lance, Nidal Ayyad, Al-Kifah Refugee Center, Mohammed 
Salameh, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Clement Rodney Hampton-El, Ali 
Mohamed, Calverton Shooting Range, El Sayyid Nosair, Mahmud Abouhalima
Category Tags: 1993 WTC Bombing, Ali Mohamed, Al-Kifah/MAK
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July 1989: Ramzi Yousef Already Visits Philippines, Setting 
Up New Base for Bin Laden

��

A Philippine government undercover operative later says that 
bomber Ramzi Yousef comes to the Philippines at this time to set up 
a new base for bin Laden. The operative, Edwin Angeles, is posing as 
a member of the militant group the Moro Islamic Liberation Front 
(MILF). Angeles will later claim that Yousef approaches him as the 
“personal envoy” of bin Laden and is looking to set up a new base of 
operations on the rebellious Muslim island of Mindanao. Bin Laden’s 
brother-in-law Mohammed Jamal Khalifa is already in the Philippines 
setting up charity fronts. These early contacts will contribute to the 
creation of the Abu Sayyaf, an offshoot of the MILF that Angeles will 
join. [PHILIPPINE DAILY INQUIRER, 7/10/2001] Yousef had been studying electrical 
engineering in Wales until 1989. He first went to Afghanistan in 1988 
to learn bomb making at a bin Laden camp (see Late 1980s). After 
graduating, he moved to Afghanistan, where his father, two of his 
brothers, and his uncle Khalid Shaikh Mohammed are already 
fighting with bin Laden. [LONDON TIMES, 10/18/1997] Yousef will frequently 
return to the Philippines to train and plot attacks (see December 
1991-May 1992). 
Entity Tags: Mohammed Jamal Khalifa, Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, Ramzi 
Yousef, Edwin Angeles
Category Tags: Mohammed Jamal Khalifa, Philippine Militant Collusion, Ramzi 
Yousef

November 1989: Ali Mohamed Honorably Discharged from 
US Army

��

Ali Mohamed 
is honorably 
discharged 
from the US 
Army with 

commendations in his file, including one for “patriotism, valor, 
fidelity, and professional excellence.” He remains in the Army 
Reserves for the next five years. [NEW YORK TIMES, 12/1/1998; RALEIGH NEWS AND 

OBSERVER, 10/21/2001] A US citizen by this time, he will spend much of his 
time after his discharge in Santa Clara, California, where his wife 
still resides. He will try but fail to get a job as an FBI interpreter, 
will work as a security guard, and will run a computer consulting 
firm out of his home. [SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, 9/21/2001] 

Ali Mohamed’s US passport, issued in 1989. [Source: US Justice 

Department] (click image to enlarge) 

Entity Tags: US Department of the Army, Ali Mohamed
Category Tags: Ali Mohamed

November 9, 1989: Cold War Ends; US Asserts World 
Dominance

��

The Berlin Wall begins to fall in East 
Germany, signifying the end of the Soviet Union as a superpower. 
Just six days later, Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Colin Powell 
presents a new strategy document to President George H. W. Bush, 
proposing that the US shift its strategic focus from countering Soviet 
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attempts at world dominance to ensuring 
US world dominance. George H. W. Bush 
accepts this plan in a public speech, with 
slight modifications, on August 2, 1990, the 
same day Iraq invades Kuwait. In early 
1992 (see March 8, 1992), Powell, counter 
to his usual public dove persona, tells 
congresspersons that the US requires 
“sufficient power” to “deter any 
challenger from ever dreaming of 
challenging us on the world stage.” He 
says, “I want to be the bully on the block.” 
Powell’s early ideas of global hegemony 
will be formalized by others in a 1992 
policy document and finally realized as 
policy when George W. Bush becomes 
president in 2001. [HARPER'S, 10/2002] 

Secretary of State Colin 

Powell. [Source: US State 

Department] 

Entity Tags: Soviet Union, George Herbert Walker Bush, Colin Powell
Category Tags: US Dominance

November 24, 1989: Bin Laden’s Mentor Assassinated

��

Bin Laden’s mentor Sheikh 
Abdullah Azzam is killed by a car 
bomb in Afghanistan. The killing 
is never solved. Azzam has no 
shortage of enemies. Suspects 
include the Mossad, CIA, Afghan 
warlord Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, 
the ISI, and bin Laden. The reason 
bin Laden is suspected is because 
he and Azzam were increasingly 
at odds over what approach to 
take since the Soviet Union had 

been driven from Afghanistan earlier in the year (see February 15, 
1989). [SLATE, 4/16/2002; COLL, 2004, PP. 204] In 1998, Mohammed Saddiq Odeh 
will be arrested and later convicted for a role in the 1998 African 
embassy bombings. He reportedly will tell US interrogators that bin 
Laden “personally ordered the killing of Azzam because he 
suspected his former mentor had ties with the CIA.” However, it is 
not known if Odeh was just passing on a rumor. [GUNARATNA, 2003, PP. 32] 
Regardless, in the wake of Azzam’s death, bin Laden takes control 
of Azzam’s recruiting and support network, Maktab al-Khidamat 
(MAK)/Al-Kifah, and merges it with al-Qaeda, which was formed the 
year before (see August 11-20, 1988). [SLATE, 4/16/2002; COLL, 2004, PP. 204] 

Sheikh Abdullah Azzam. [Source: CNN] 

Entity Tags: Mohammed Saddiq Odeh, Al-Qaeda, Abdullah Azzam, Maktab al-
Khidamat, Osama bin Laden
Category Tags: Soviet-Afghan War, Osama Bin Laden, Al-Kifah/MAK

Late 1989-Late 1991: Bin Laden Slowly Shifts Operations 
to Sudan, Keeps Training Camps in Afghanistan

��

Hassan al-Turabi comes to power in Sudan 
in 1989, and his beliefs are ideologically compatible with bin 
Laden’s. With the Afghan war ending and the Afghans beginning to 
fight amongst themselves, al-Turabi sends a delegation and a letter 
to bin Laden, inviting him to collaborate and move to Sudan. Bin 
Laden agrees to the offer, but moves slowly. He sends advance 
teams to buy businesses and houses. He also visits Sudan himself to 
establish a relationship with al-Turabi. Gradually, about 1,000 bin 
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Laden supporters move to Sudan. But bin 
Laden also keeps offices and guest houses 
in Pakistan, as well as training camps in 
Afghanistan, including the Darunta, Jihad 
Wal, Khaldan, Sadeek, al-Farouq, and 
Khalid ibn Walid camps. US-al-Qaeda 
double agent Ali Mohamed plays an 
important role in the move (see Summer 
1991). [GUNARATNA, 2003, PP. 39-41] 

Osama bin Laden and 

Hassan al-Turabi in Sudan 

in the early 1990s. [Source: 

PBS] 

Entity Tags: Hassan al-Turabi, Osama bin Laden, Ali Mohamed
Category Tags: Ali Mohamed, Osama Bin Laden

1990: Ali Mohamed Becomes Informant for FBI

��

Ali Mohamed, an al-Qaeda operative recently discharged from the 
US army (see November 1989), becomes an informant for the FBI. He 
applies to be an translator at FBI offices in Charlotte, North 
Carolina, and San Francisco, and is turned down. However, the San 
Francisco office hires him to be an informant to help expose a local 
document forging conspiracy that possibly involves members of 
Hamas. [MILLER, STONE, AND MITCHELL, 2002, PP. 144] Mohamed will continue to 
have connections with the FBI for much of the rest of the 1990s 
while also running an al-Qaeda cell in California. 
Entity Tags: Ali Mohamed, Federal Bureau of Investigation
Category Tags: Ali Mohamed

1990: Mohamed Atta Joins Muslim Brotherhood Linked 
Group

��

In 1990, after finishing his studies in architecture, Atta joins what is 
called an “engineering syndicate,” a professional or trade group. 
Like the school that trained many of its engineers, the syndicate 
serves as an unofficial base for the Muslim Brotherhood, where the 
organization recruits new operatives and spreads its ideology. Other 
members of the 9/11 plot will also have connections to the Muslim 
Brotherhood at various points in their lives. [WASHINGTON POST, 9/22/2001; 

OBSERVER, 9/23/2001; NEWSWEEK, 12/31/2001] 
Entity Tags: Muslim Brotherhood, Mohamed Atta
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Mohamed Atta

1980s and 1990s: Most 9/11 Hijackers Have Middle-Class 
Backgrounds

��

After 9/11, some in Western countries will say that one of the root 
causes of the attacks is poverty and assume that the hijackers must 
have been poor. However, most of them are middle class and have 
relatively comfortable upbringings. The editor of Al Watan, a Saudi 
Arabian daily, will call them “middle-class adventurers” rather than 
Islamist fundamentalist ideologues. [BOSTON GLOBE, 3/3/2002]  
 Mohamed Atta grows up in Cairo, Egypt. His father is an attorney, 
and both Atta and his two sisters attend university. [MCDERMOTT, 2005, PP. 
10-11]  
 Marwan Alshehhi is from Ras al-Khaimah Emirate in the United Arab 
Emirates. His family is not particularly wealthy, but his father is a 
muezzin and one of his half-brothers a policeman. He attends 
university in Germany on an UAE army scholarship (see Spring 1996-
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December 23, 2000). [MCDERMOTT, 2005, PP. 55]  
 Ziad Jarrah is from Beirut, Lebanon. His father is a mid-level 
bureaucrat and his mother, from a well-off family, is a teacher. The 
family drives a Mercedes and Jarrah attends private Christian 
schools before going to study in Germany. [MCDERMOTT, 2005, PP. 49-50]  
 Hani Hanjour is from Taif, near Mecca in Saudi Arabia. His family 
has a car exporting business and a farm, which he manages for five 
years in the mid-1990s. [WASHINGTON POST, 10/15/2001]  
 Nawaf and Salem Alhazmi are from Mecca, Saudi Arabia. Their 
father owns a shop and the family is wealthy. [ARAB NEWS, 9/20/2001; 

WRIGHT, 2006, PP. 378]  
 Abdulaziz Alomari is from south-western Saudi Arabia. He is a 
university graduate (see Late 1990s). He apparently marries and has 
a child, a daughter, before 9/11. [SUNDAY TIMES (LONDON), 1/27/2002; SAUDI 
INFORMATION AGENCY, 9/11/2002; 9/11 COMMISSION, 7/24/2004, PP. 232]  
 Mohand Alshehri is from Tanooma in Asir Province, Saudi Arabia. 
He attends university (see Late 1990s). [SAUDI INFORMATION AGENCY, 9/11/2002]  
 Hamza Alghamdi is from Baha Province, Saudi Arabia. [9/11 COMMISSION, 
7/24/2004, PP. 231] He works as a stockboy in a housewares shop. [BOSTON 
GLOBE, 3/3/2002]  
 Fayez Ahmed Banihammad is from the United Arab Emirates. He 
gives his home address as being in Khor Fakkan, a port and enclave 
of Sharjah Emirate on the country’s east coast. [US DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA, ALEXANDRIA DIVISION, 7/31/2006] The 9/11 Commission 
will say he works as an immigration officer at one point. [9/11 
COMMISSION, 8/21/2004, PP. 20� ]  
 Maqed Mojed is from Annakhil, near Medina in western Saudi 
Arabia. [9/11 COMMISSION, 7/24/2004, PP. 232] He attends university (see Late 
1990s).  
 Ahmed Alhaznawi is from Hera, Baha Province. His father is an 
imam at the local mosque and he is reported to attend university 
(see Late 1990s).  
 Ahmed Alnami is from Abha, Asir Province. His family is one of 
government officials and scientists and his father works for the 
Ministry of Islamic Affairs. He attends university (see Late 1990s). 
[DAILY TELEGRAPH, 9/15/2002]  
 Wail Alshehi and Waleed Alshehri are from Khamis Mushayt in Asir 
Province, southwestern Saudi Arabia. Their father is a businessman 
and builds a mosque as a gift to the town. They both go to college 
(see Late 1990s). The Alshehris are a military family with three 
older brothers who hold high rank at the nearby airbase. Their 
uncle, Major General Faez Alshehri, is the logistical director of Saudi 
Arabia’s armed forces. [BOSTON GLOBE, 3/3/2002] Dr. Ali al-Mosa, a Saudi 
academic, will later comment: “Most of them were from very rich, 
top-class Saudi families. The father of the Alshehri boys is one of the 
richest people in the area and the other families are not far behind 
him.” [SYDNEY MORNING HERALD, 10/5/2002]  
The social situation of the families of Satam al Suqami, Ahmed 
Alghamdi, Saeed Alghamdi, and Khaled Almihdhar is not known. 
However, Almihdhar is from a distinguished family that traces its 
lineage back to the prophet Mohammed. [WRIGHT, 2006, PP. 379] 
Entity Tags: Waleed M. Alshehri, Ziad Jarrah, Fayez Ahmed Banihammad, 
Ahmed Alghamdi, Ahmed Alhaznawi, Wail Alshehri, Ali al-Mosa, Ahmed 
Alnami, Satam Al Suqami, Abdulaziz Alomari, Saeed Alghamdi, Hamza 
Alghamdi, Hani Hanjour, Salem Alhazmi, Khalid Almihdhar, Majed Moqed, 
Mohand Alshehri, Mohamed Atta, Marwan Alshehhi, Nawaf Alhazmi
Timeline Tags: 9/11 Timeline
Category Tags: Alhazmi and Almihdhar, Marwan Alshehhi, Mohamed Atta, 
Hani Hanjour, Ziad Jarrah, Other 9/11 Hijackers
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